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WASMNGTON, D.C. 20550

Letter of Transmittal October 1, 1982

My dear Mr.fresident:

In,accordance with Section 4(j) of the National Science Foundation Act, as amended, it is my
honor to transmit to you, and through you to the Congress, the Fourteenth Annual Report of
the National Science Bpard-entitled, University-Industry Research Relationships: Myths,
Realities and Potentia4s.

This report, together With the special studies upon which it is based, Illuminates a relationihip
between research universities and private companies that bodes well for the economic
strength of the Nation. Private industry looks to our research universities for trained people
and the results of fundamental research in science and engineering, both of which are essen-
tial to the companies' ability to innovate and increase their productivity.

Since private investment in a competitive marketplace is the best means for allocating the
scientific and engineering resources of our industry, it is applropriate that government leave
to industry ,the task of exploiting the knowledge base created by our universities. The more
effectively industry carries out this task the greater the economic leverage of our public
investment in, university research. Strong and dependable Federal support for a broad spe6-
trum of academic scientific and engineering research is a m4jor factor in making our univer-
sities exciting and fruitful places for industrial collaboration. Fprther, exposure of prOlessors
and students to industry's knowledge needs not only helps prepare young scientists and engi-
neers for careers and future technical leadership in industry, but also improves coverage by
academic researchers of industrially relevant areas of investigation.

This study explores the kinds of cooperative relationships'that exist. Cooperation seems to
be growing rapidly, suggesting that the effectiveness with which university research Is guided
and utilized by the private sector may be substantially improving.

We believe this report will be valuable to both the Administration and Committees of Con-
gress seeking to understand the complex but important processes whereby university scien-
tists participate in the solution of important industrial problefris and the industrial community
avails its'elf of the vital public investment in academic science.

The Honorable
The President of the United States
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Respectfully yours,

?II c24 ---"PP6'.
Lewis M. Branscomb

Chairman
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CHAPTER I

PrRSPECTIVES

1. INTRODUCTION

Research relationships between Amerkan Universi-
ties apd industry have been numerous, constructive
and important since the turn of the century. The
persistenee of this long and fruitful relationship has
rested, and continues to rest in good measure upon
industry's overriding need for highly qualified new
sdentists and engineers. Recent developments suggest
that university research programs are 6ecoming of
increasing interest to industry in their own right. The
principal functions of the university, of cburse, include
not only undergraduate and graduate education, but
also scholarship and the conduct of research.

Direct research linkages between universities and
corporations currently constitute only a miniscule portion
(less than one-half of one percent) of the national R&D
effort. But rapidly changing conditions in science and
technology. In the national and world economy, and in
academic and industrial organizations, have increased
interest in university-industry relationships and prompted
this report. National and international attention, and
not inconsiderable controversy, have been stimulated
by the publicity over the past two years attending new
multi-year, multi-million dollar research agreements
between corporations and research universities. Re-
search agreements of such magnitude are of intense
interest to both the sdentific anct business communities.
But there are other more fundamental reasons why
this report Is timely.

The first of these are the much publicized effects on
the United States of The scientific and teehnological
successes of other countries. While some of this success
is inevitable, the effects can be mitigated by improving
the effectiveness of ow: own efforts in science and
technology.

Another reason has to do with the rapid rise of Fed-
eral research support in the,1950's and early 1960s
and the stagnation of real growth of Federal support
In the late 19604:and early 1970s. The rapid growth
period gave the country a great capacity both to edu-

cate scientists and engineers and to broaden die base
and the depth Of ItS research ability. But the flattening
of growth of Federal support has stimulated efforts to
find new sources of funding, and, even more important.
to a renewed- search for ways to make the Nation's
research more effective.

Interest in university-industry research relationships
is also more intense because of the growing perception
that industrial products and services are increasingly
dependent on fundamental scienpfric understanding..
With this dependency the distinction betvieen bask and
applied work often disappears. Fundatnental ideas and
approaches become a necessity and they are used in'
both universities and industry. The interdependencies
between good science and good development have
keen long recognized, but because of the changing
character of the problems, more direct research inter-
actions between science and industry are now occurring.

This report starts from a conviction that the health,
welfare, and defense of our society are directly, and not
at all mysteriously, related to the Strength and vigor of
our science and research capability. Further, this
capability while requiring proper support, is no better
than the competence, talent, and motivation of our
scientists and engineers.

Institutional relationships are examined in this report
mainly to secure and present whatever data are available,
so that dikuision of the topic will be informed and
awareness of past experience and future opportunities
and problems will increase. This approach is followed
because ours Is a pluralistic system with the huge
advantages and certain disadvantages this implies. It
Is important to search continually for ways in which the

effectiveness of science and research and development in
the United States can be enhanced': Understanding the
conditions for and experimenting with modes of
industrial-academic cooperation is one fruitful area for
achieving such improvements.

The activities described in this report concern the
decisions of people in corporations and universities,
as well as in the other institutions upon which they
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depend for support. One of those is the Federal Gov-
ernnitent. While this report does deal with the nature of
the Federal Government's, participation in university-
industry relationships, and may be useful in evolving
Federal policy in this area, it is not narrowly directed to
that.goal. Instead it is our hope that the report will be
particularly useful to prNent and potential partici-
pants in university-industry relationships who seek to
profit from the experience, data and perspectives we
have gathered here.

The topics covered in this report and its background-
studies include:

Historical developments ,in university-industry
relationships;

The motivations and dkpectations for research re-
lationships among universities and corporations;

The range and variety of research relationships cur-
rently, engaged in by universities and corporations;

The variety of roles, perceptions, and organizational
structures within companies and universities re-
lating to university-industry connections;

The role of individual contacts and initiative in the
development of relationships;

The appropriate roles of universities, npn-proflt
entities, industries, and government in the initia-
tion .and development of such enterprises;

Issues and problems in university-industry research
relationships;

In dealing with these topics, Chapter I examines the
evolution of university-industry research relatronships,
data on the recent past, and descriptions, a current
developments, including Federal Government actions
over the peal decade. Finally a hypothesis concerning
the general llne of future development is set forth, and
some likely specific activities are discussed. Chapter II
summarizes the observations and findings of several
commissioned studies which will be published sep-
arately by the National Science Board. Finally, Chapter
III summarizes the observations and conclusions
reached in the course of this review.

It is clear from the brief studies we have made that
in both academic and industrial circles there are posi-
tive expectations about the future of mutual exthernge
and about the contributions that these interactions
can make, for example, to the content and direction
of undergraduate and graduate education in the sci-
ences and engineering, the quality of the graduates,
and, in industry, the rate of technological innovation.
Our studies touched upon these matters but it was
beyond our scope to provide systematic information
or rich detail for each issue. Future study efforts could
be usefully devoted to a number of consequences of
university-industry interactions. We list some of these
below.

2

What are the effects of university-indusby interactions:

a) in universities
on the shape of undergraduate curricula?
on emphases in graduate programs?
on faculty research project selection?
on the openness of scientific communication?
on the balance of disciplines within the
univers4?
on the costs of university research?

b) in companies
on the rate of technological innovation?
on the quality of new and continuing sci-
ence and engineering, manpower? -

on patterns &industry-wide technological
cooperation and competition?

2. PAST AND PRESENT

a. Sketches from Before World War II

The research university as we know it became estab-
lished in the last quarter of the 19th century, at about
the same time as the emergence of the modern indus-
trial corporation. Industrial research laboratories
began to flourish after 1910 with the formation of new
laboratories reaching a peak in the early 1930's. A con-
temporary source estimated total national R&D ex-
penditures in 1927 at $212 million, which was a ten-
fold increase over the previous decade. Further, over
90% of these funds were estimatea to represent work
by industrial concerns in their own research organiza-
tions. The proliferation of industrial research laboratories
during the 1920's and 1930's was important betause
it created a locale for advanced research and devel-
opment, and required staffing by scientists and engineers
with advanced training and degrees.

Progress in research in the American universitieS
during the 1920's and 1930's can be attributed in good
measure to philanthropic support from IndMduals and
corporations and espedally from the large foundations,
such as the Rockefeller Foundation and the Carnegie
Institution of Washington. Agriculturally related research
was sustained by State and Federal Government support.
In addition, the remarkable continuing growth of student
enrollments (US. university enrollments doubled every
20 years from 1900 to 1960) provided a consistent
flow of student fees and state funds which helped to
build facilities for science and engineering teething
and research.

The extent of direct support of university research
by industrial corporations in the pre-World War II period
hag not been systematically documented. Several
episodes are, however, worth noting as illustrations of
the motivations and problems encountered.

Between 1916 and 1930 there was a movement to
start a National Research Fund with corporate contri-
butions to be administered by the National Research



Council to support basic research in universities. The
effort foundered upon corporate reluctaijce to contribute

fa,

to openly published research that might assist their
competitors. t he 1929 crash sealed the fate of this
effort, as none of the few interested conlpanies had
imy resources to spare. It may be a sign of the changed
environment for university-industry relationships to note
thaL while the 'free rider" issue continues to exist today,
several collective corporate efforts to support funda-
mental_publishable academic research are under way.

The following excerpt from an address to the Ameri-
can kssociation for the Advancement of Science by
Frank B. Jewett of Bell Laboratories nearly sixty years
ago Yeminds us that many of the issues of concern
today have (1 long history.

Not only must (universities) advance the frontiers
of knowledge at a rate commensurate with our de-
mands for industrial advancement, but they must,
at the same time, develop the scientifically trained
personnel required tocarry on the work of the in-
dustries as well as to carry their own work. It is a
well-recognized fact that within recent years industry
has made extremely heavy demands,upon the facul-
ties of the universities by reason of their ability to
offer greater monetary rewards, and frequently bet-
ter fac ilities for research.

We now fInd ourselves confronted with the'need of
increasing the bargaining powers of universities arid
'the attractiveness of academic positions. In this
matter the industries have a clear-cut obligation to
the universities, an obligatbn which they cannot avoid
without themselves being the chief sufferers. It is an
obligation whkh rests upon all industries alike, for
in the flnal, analysis...what benefits one industry,
benefits the others. That thoughtful men In all walk)
of life are coming to see thc vital need of a proper
coordination of the nation's scientific interests Is a
happy augury for the future.

A look at the postures during the 1920's and 1930's
toward industry adopted by the chemical and Chemical
engineering departments in three major universities
mnveys a simse of the variety, vitality, and problems of
the modes of cooperation during that period.

Between 1915 and 1930, under the leadership of
William M. Walker, Warren K. Lewis, and Arthur D.i:Ittle,
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) pio-
neered in developing a chemical engineering curriculum
closely suited to the needs of the chemical industry.,
Through his Research Laboratory for Applied Chemistry
( FiLAC), William Walker was able to attract-considerable
financial support from companies searching for solutions
to practical problems. The success of chemical engineers
seeking answers to applied questions diminished
attention to fundamental chemist.ry, and conflicts
developed between Walker and A. A. Noyes whose more
fundamental Research Laboratory of Physical Chemistry
was much less able to attract financial support. Noyes,'
ev(ntually left rilT for the California Institute of Tech-
nology (CalTech). Only when the Depression years
brought a dramatic decrease in the funding of MAC

did MIT modify its course toward emphasizing funda-
mental research by setting the conditions onder which
industrial research support would be accepted.

While MIT invested heavily in direct industrial links in
the 1920's, CalTech took the opposite road, emphasizing
cooperative research" on problems of fundamental

scientific importance that crossed disciplinary lines.
The CalTech leadership (including Noyes) solicited

support from three kinds of patrons, in decreasing
order of importancephilanthropy from local Los
Angeles and Pasadena industrial wealth, the large private
foundations, and a small portion from private industry.
CalTech's stress on its independence was further
expressed by the adoption of restrictive policies re-
garding, faculty industrial consulting.

Cattech was also the locus of a noteworthy case of an
acaderhic researcher contributing heavily tothe growth
of a'whoie new industrynamely Theodore von Mrmán
and the aeronautical industry, Here too, the CalTech
pattern of research support was maintaineda large
long-term grant from the David Guggenheim Fund for
the Promotion of Aeronautics provided the core sup-
port for the establishment of a school of aeronautics
and a research laboratory. Vorr:Karm5n helped set up
and later was appointed director of this scttool.

That these relative extremes by no means repre-
sented the only modes of relationships is illustrated by
the development in 'the 1920's and 1930's of chemis-
try and chemical engineering at the University of
Illinois under the leadership of Roger Adams. His ap-
proach could be characterized as a broad spectrum of
efforts including:

Building the University of Illinois chemistry (in-
cluding chemical engineering) department into
the world's largest producer of Ph.D.'s in any dis-
cipline.

The forging of a rich network of connections in
industry. Some 65% of his Ph.D.'s took positions
in industry (as compared to only 8% of the Johns
Hopkins University themistry Ph.D.$), and about
half of these later attained high positions In cor-
porate research'management.

¶ successful, if modest, venture, involvihg gradu-
ate students into the commercial manufacture of
rare organic chemicals.

The foundling of two chemical Journals owned by
private corporations which sold stock to patrons.

Use of his network of industrial contacts to gen-
erate consultantships and generous support for
graduate and postdoctoral fellowshlps at Illinois.

The case. of Rogep Adams at the University of Illinois
shows an inventive use of industrial opportunity while
remaining within academic tradition. Yet his pattern of
working with industry did, not ,includr, a major com-
ponent of &red t industrial support for academic re-

1 0
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searchit centered primarily on the Qow and exchange
of people.

Op the whole, the history of pre-WOrld War II research
connections between corporations and campuses
suggests that academic research efforts were supported
primarily by institutional funds and by philanthropy
most of which, to be sure, derived from industrial for-
tunes. Direct;corpgrate sdpport of university research
did, however, play a small but significant role, and there
were then, as there continue to De now, many highly
productive relationships between individual faculty
members and corporations.

b. World War II to the 1960's

Seeds for change were sown during World War II.
Numerous wartime research, development, and pro-
duction efforts (atom bombs, radar, penidilin, sYnthetic
rubber, etc.) had brought together unprecedented
numbers of industrial, academic, and Government
scientists and engineers in dose working relations. These
collaborations on wartime projects showed the pdwer
ofacademic scientists tackling practical, applied prob-
lems. The wientists themseiVes found the process
exhilarating and intellectually exciting. This exdtement
was also communicated to their graduate students who
learned that product oriented work can give high
intellectual stimulation. In addition, thetontacts made
in the pmcess broadened student perspectives on their
work and career options.

Many of thew relationships persisted after the war
and were reflected IP consultaniships and the em-
ployment of many academics irt new corporate re-
search laboratories.

The spectacular Rerformance of.science during the
war affected many companies. The discovery of the
transistor in 1947 at the Bell Laboratories further kindled
great expectations of the commercial potential of
fundamental investigations. There was an increase in
hiring of scientists, and building and equipping of
laboratories to house them. But many of the companies
set irp laboratories to do fundamental science far
removed from their business needs. A contemporary
witness recalects that Henry Ford II Introduced the
director of his new research laboratory as, "The man
who is going to win'Ford'our first Nobel' prize." However,
during the 1950s and 1960's, several of these labora-
tories were closed down, or In sokne cases were re-
organized and tied to the needs of operating dMsions,
thus reducing the emphasis on long-term research.
Many of the'scientists affected by these developments
migrated into the rapidly growing uhiversity system.

Athile no definitive historic of these happenings has
yet been written, accounts in the literature on R&D
offer several explanations for the weakening of this
'wave of industrial interest in basie research. One theme is
that management held overly optimistic expectations
of the role of and possible returns from very broadly

4

conceived basic research. In addition, the management
of the laboratoriesand their IntegratiorNnto the rest of
company activities left nwch to be desired. It is also
argued that there was a shift in balance at top corporate
levels from managers with operational 'experience to
those with a more cost-acCounting approach,to
management who tended to put lower priority o !Ong-
range activitycharacteristic of fundamental research.
Finally, the recessions of the late 1950's and early.,
1970's no doubt caused some companies to reduce
their research budgets.

The declining interest of some corporations in long-
range, in-house research was paralleled by a percep-
tion of slackening of industrial support for university
research. In faot, during the early 1960S industrial
support stayed flat at about the same constant dollar
level. The concurrent rapid growth In Federal funds for
academic science appeared to eclipse the industrial
research presence on campus. Thus, there arose a
widespread belief that university-industry relationships
had undergone significant deterioration during this
period. A variety of related themes can be seen in
articles discussing this decline. The Vietnam war was
seen as aggravating anti-business ideology on campu&
thus creating barriers to faculty involvements with
industry, not to mention physically obstructing com-
pany recruiting. The riSe of Federal support was seen
as encouraging a "who needs it?" faculty attitude
toward industry.

These themes of decline led to some confusion'in
discussions concerning rebuilding of deteriorated
university-industry relationships,,for there are many
indications that such relationships remained both
vigorous and varied. Many of the leading research uni-
versities in America were founded dn industrial fortunes,
and leading industrialists sit on the governing boards
of the major universitiesprivate and public alike. In
Europe and Japan the U.S. Is envioUsly described as
the prime example of ready access and individual
mobility between industry and academia.

A number of observations flow from this review of
the university-industry connection over the past century:

Support of researdi and education by philanthropy
of individuals, corporMions, and the foundations
created py personal accumulations of Industrial
c*Ital helped develop a strong institutional struc-
ture for basic research.

industrial corporations have not provided much
direct support for basic research in universities
because the connection to their needs is uncertain
and long-range, and because of the inability of the
contributing company to capture many of the
benefits. In the early period, corporations provid-
ing such direct research support tended to over-
control the effort In the direction of shbrt-range
results.

11



Rapid expansion of industrial research laboratories
during the 1920's and 1930's created a demand
for well trained graduate scientists and engineers,
as well as consulting opportunities for faculty
members.

Cprporations have long had fruitful relationships
with individual university professors on a consult-
ing basis. This flexible connection has been' and
continues to be one of the strerigths of the system.

The companies that developed major in-house re-
search laboratories have been the strongestsup-
porters of academic research. While company long-
term research budgets are vulnerabkto the busi-
ness cycle, these budgets have fluctuated least In
the research oriented cOmpanies.

Some of the post-World War II corporate ventures
into in-house fundamental research suffered from
a lack of plans and objectives for integrating the
laboratories Into the total corporate enterprise, and
as a consequence did not achieve their promise.

While important quantities of high qtrality aCademic-
industrial research relationships have occurred
over the years, this haS not been achieved without
conflict, friction, and sustained effort.

c. Data: 1960-1980

Quantitative assessment of the university-Industry
research «mnection is made difficult by the fragmen-
tation of the data base. The problem lies in the diversity of
the mechanisms of exchange. Contracts, grants, pur-
chase orders. solicited and unsolicited gifts, loans of ,

equipment or facilities, discounts on equipment pur-
chases, personnel exchanges: scholarships and con-
sulting arrangemenis only describe the principal forms of
relationships. Universities and corporations have kept
trac k of only, some of these exc hangesand then not
ne«-ssarily wnsistently.

In this sec tion we first present and analyze data
primarily from NSF-- surveyson dollar support of research
in universities more or less limited to tracking granta
and «mtrac ts for research. We turn then to a different
sour( e for estimates of support for academic research
thr)ugh corporate philanthropy. Unfortunately, the data
from these two sources-partially overlap in their cotirerage

and thus cannot be cleanly added to provide a sum
total of «hporate support for academic research.

'Looking at the two sOurces side by side, however: makes
it clear that the level of total corporate support for
academic research is signifkantly higher than generally
understood. finally, nati nal surveys of university faculty
«msulting activities p vide estimates of the pattern
and extent of this impo mn,of linkage.

The data on industrial R&D support at universities
and colleges suggest that from 1960 (and probably
from 1953) to 1965 industrial sppport of academic

research remained virtually flat in constant dollars.
However, industry's percentage share of support for
academic research fell sharply, due primarily to rapidly
growing Federal support (Chari Since 1965, constant
dollar support for university R&D from Industries has
doubled, but IndustrYs percentage share has remained
at a low level of 3%-4%. The data for the most recent
years suggest that the percentage of industrial support
is increasing. Industrial support of acadeplic research
for FY 1980 is estimated at $235 million in current
dbllars. Further details on research performance and
support are summarized below.

*47.-

Industrial supp s percentage
of total academl D expenditures .0.*.

(left scale)

Industrial support for academic
R&D In 1972 constant dollars

(right scale)

U.S. national R&D spending In 1981 amounted to
about $69 billion. Two thirds ($45 billion) of this
was for -Development.' The "Research" portion
was made up of $15 billion in applied research
(22%) and nearly $9 billion in bask research (13%).
As universities perform very little development. it
is in thc research area that theclosest academic
arid industrial joint Interests lie.

Industrial laboratorles And contractors have car-
ried out a fairly constant 70% Of all U.S. R&D since
1965 (Chart 2A). Up to 1970 industry supplied
between 30-40% of the support, but this rose to
49% in 1981 (Chart 2B).

Between 1960 and 1970 basic research clone in
industrial laboratories shrank significantly from
nearly one-third to about one-sixth of total basic
research activity (Chart 3). Indastrial support for
basic research shrank by about the same propor-
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Development
........................................

Development Applied

tion, Industry's percentage share of both support
and- petformance of basic, research remained more
or less constant (15-17%) between 1970 and 1981.

While total industrial budgets for basic research
shrank between 190 and 1970, the- portion of
these ftudgets alycated for university basic re-
search decreased only slightly from Just over 8%
in 1960 to about 6% in 1965. By 1975, Ihowever,
it rose tcyabout 12% where it has remained sinCe
then (Chart 4).

There was rapid real growth (see Chart 5) in Federal
Government support for academic research dur-
ing the 1950s and 1960's, leveling off and remain-
ing fairly stable after 1969 until about 1975, fait
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lowed by an upswing in the late 1970's. Total. aca-
demic R&D expenditures from:all sources in 1981
were estImated at $6.6 billion in current dollars
of which two-thirds ($4.4 billiOn) was claSSified as
"basic research," $1.8 billion (just over one suarter)
as "applied research" and only $0.4 billion (6%)
as "development."

The industrial share of university R&D support
dropped rapidly from just over 6% in 1960 to below
3% in 1965. It wasn't until after 1970 that the per-
centage rose above 3% reaching its 1981 level of
3.8% (Chart 1,). However, in ConStant 1972 dollars

,indUstrial support for academic research doubled
between 1966 and 1978.

The 1980 ambunt of industrial R&D support at
each of the nation's top 200 research performing
universities and colleges is shown in Table 1. The
data are derived from university responses to an t
annual NSF survey and generally tend to under-
state induitrial support because, among other
things, a number of institutions do not report
their industripl R&D income, institutions are in-
consistent about reporting philanthropic gifts for
research, and gifts or loans of scientific equipment
are rarely reported at- all. Despite these short- '-
comings, the data present a fascinating portrait
orthe diversity of the national academic-industrial
R&D connection. Only 25 of the 200 campuses
report more than 10% of their R&D expenditures
as coming from industry. The majority of these are

t,

at the low end of the ranking for-total campus R&D
expendituresmany are the smaller technological
institntes: Several of the "ivy leagued' research uni-
versities 'are average or below average in their in-
dustrially derived R&D expenditures, some having
less than The rankings by industrial support
are no doubt signifkantly correlated with the pres-
ence of engineering schools on campus, yet there
are a number of Obvious exceptions. These data
deserve further analysis and hopefully, the quality
orthe data can be. improved.

Though rin regularly collected comprehensive data
on the field distribution of industrial "suPport for
academic research are availabie, several diScrete
Rieces of information suggest strong variation by
tel.d. Data on academic engineering show, that
over the past decade betWeen 6% and 10% of
engineering research was supported by.industry
(Chart 6). Further, the data suggest that in 1079
nearly half of allsindustrially spthisored researeh
in universities was in engineering ($86.7 million

- out of a total of $190.3 million.) Even. within"
engineering there is great variation. A 1981 survey

r: of an departments listed in the American Chemical
- T Societ);'s Directory of Graduate Research showed

that 23% of extrampral.research-funds for chernical
engineering departments came from industry. The
same survey showed that 7% of extramural research
support for chemistry departments was industrially
derived (Table 2).

Industry 6 2%
. 106% , 10 4%

Other
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Table 1

Academic R&D Expenditures Derived From Industry Among the Top 200 R&D Performing Campuses, FY 1980

Rank in Total R&D
Expenditures Rank 1-25 Rank 26-50 Rank 51-75 Rank 76-100

Range of Expends. $68.44253.2 Millicm $38.9-$65.8eillion $25.6-$38.9 Million $16.5-$25.0 MillIon

Avg. Ind. Share Average 4.49%. AVerage 4.38%* , Average 3.84%* Average 4.62%*

Percentage of Industrial R&D Industrial R&D - Industrial R&D Industiial R&D
Total R&D-Derived Support SuPport Support Support

from Industry
Campus $1,000s % of Carripus $1,003s % of Campus $1,00Cfs % of Campus $1,003s %

Total Total Toial Total

<3.6% Columbia 364 0.4 U. Hawaii 184 0.5 U. Kentucky 312 1.0 Va CmwIth U. 143 0.8

Yale . 582 0.8 Northwestern 290 0.7 U. Missouri 509 1.5 Temple U. 185 1.0

U. Tx. Austin 1,237 1.6 U. Chicago 402 0.7 %Princeton U. '423 1.5 Boston U. 241 its
U. Wisconsin 2,615 1.9 Washington U..1,029 1.7 Mississippi St. 458 1.6 Florida St. U. 247 -1.2
U. Penn. 2,010 2.1 U. Alaska 830 2.0 Rockefeller U. 678 1.8 Syracuse U. 213 1.3

Stanford 3,215 2.8 Duke U. , 779 2.0 CUNY Sch. Med. 554 2.1 Geo/le Wash. U. 359 1.9

U. Washington 3,830 3.4 U. Connecticut 959 2.2 SUNY Stony-, Utah St. U. 533 2.2

Mich. St. U. 2,543 3.5 Louisiana St. 1,267 2.4 brook 565_ 2:2 U. Massa-
Oregon St. 1,572- 3.5 U. Utah ' 851 2.3 chusetts 413 2.5
UNC-Ch. Hill 1,370 3.5 U. Pittsburgh 774 2.4 Auburn U. 530 4 2.6

Wash. St. U. 795 2.5 West VA. U. 519 3.0
Indiana U. 831 2.7
Rutgers 1,008 ?.8
U. lowa 1,095 2.8
U. Nebraska 996 3.1

3.6-5.9% U. Minnesota 4,352 3.6 New York U, 2,080 3.7 U. Virginia 984 3.6 Brown U. 650 3.6

Harvard 3,995 E 4.0 U. Georgia 2,076 3.7 Kansas St. U. 1,101 4.0, U. Delaware , 702 4.2

U. llliibis 3,404 4.1 Iowa 91. 1,854 3.8 U. Cincinnati 1,237 4.3 U. Arkansas 1,186 5.6

Cornell 5,153 4.8 NC St-galeigh 1,800 42 U. Tx. Hlth.
Ohio St. U. 3,699 5.2 U. ColoradO 2,674 Ctr. Dallas 1,319 5.0

1Avg.-200 U. Michigan 6,145 5.5
lnsts. 4.6Pol

Case Westein 1,790 4.4
U. Miami 1,895 4.6

U. Alabama 1,585 5.1

Cal Tech 1,993 4.6 .13

U. Florida 3,045 E 5.4
U. Md-Col. Pk. 2,263 5.7

6.0-9.900 Texas A&M <11,8c1 6.0 Colorado St. 2,505 6,2 Baylor Col. Med. 2,801 7.4 C-Imson U. 1,126 6.1

MIT 1. ,402 '7.0 Purdue U. 4,756 7.7 U. Dayton 1,257_ 6.4

U. Arizona 5,920 8.6 Wayne St. U. 1,604 7.7
Georgetown U. 1,535 8.8
Vanderbtlt U. 1,890 9.1.

4--
Oklahoma St U. 2,224 9.5

>1000 USC 7,462 '10.0
Penn. St. U. 7,842 10.9

Georgia Tech 6,243 11.0
U. Rochester 7,869 11.9

Va. Poly. St. U. 3,692 11.0
Carnegie Mln. U. 5,010 17.1

U. New Mexico 2,822 11.6

No Data on Johns Hopkins -VAhlva U. U. Tx. Cancer Ctr U. G. Riverside
-Industrial U. C. San Diego New Mex. St. U. SUNY Buffalo

Support U. C. Berkeley_ U. C. Irvine
U. C. Los Angeles U. Kansas

U. C. San Fraiicisco U. Rhode Island
U. C. Davis

.
We turn now to a discussion of the support of uni-

versity research through industrial philanthropy. Cor-
porations have administrative mechanisms for making
deductible contributions to educational institutions
for both research 'and educational purposes. Some-
times this is organized as a contributions office in the

- corporation, sometimes as a-foundation. Most of the
foundations are rather tightly tied to the operating
policies of the company.

The relative magnitude of academic research sup-
Ported jy corporate contracts, on the one hand, and
research supported by corporate philanthropy, on the
other hand, is not dearly understood. However, existing
data on corporate Philanthropy to higher education

permit an educated guess that academic research
supported, by corporate giltsand grants roughly equals
that supported by corporate. contracts. This is not
inconsistent with the data for chemistry and chemical
engineering hi Table 2.

A survey in early 1982 of over 200 cOrporate chief
executive officers reported that 60% of the corpora-,
Pons planned to increase their charitable contributions-
most of which go to higher education-beyond the
inflation rate over the next few years. Sorrie observa-
tions from the survey (as reported in the Chronicle
of Higher Education, 5/26/82) illustrate the motives
and character of corporate gMng.
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- Table 1 (Continued)

Rank in Total R&D
Expenditures
Range of Expends.

Rank 101-125 Rank. 126-150
$11.4-$16.0 Million $7.2-$11.3 Million

Rank 151-175
$5.0-$7.0 Million

Rank 176-200
$3.2-$5.0

Avg. Ind. Share Average 5.54%* Average 5.89%* Average 5.58%* Average 11.40%*

Percentage of Industrial R&D
Total R&D Derived Support

Industrial R&D
' Support

Industrial R&D Industrial R&D
Support Support

from Industry
Campus $1,00Cis % of

Total
Campus $1,000's % of

Total
Campus $1,000's

Total
% of CamOus $1,000's % of

Total

<3.6% U. Md. Balti. 114 0.8 St. Johns U. 6 0.1 Boston Col. 54 111 U. Mass. Md.
Tufts U. 224 1.9 U. Oregon 34 0.4 U. Tx. Dallas 87 1.4 Sc. WOrc. 14 0.4
U. Idaho 301 2.2 U. New Hamp. 184 1.8 Wake Forest U. 97E 1.6 Loma Linda U. 18E 0.4
U. Oregon U. Ok. Hlth. Ctr. 139 1.9 Arizona St. U. 124 1.8 N. Illinois U. 31 0.8

Hlth. Ctr. 325 2.5 SUNY Dwnst. Northeastern U. 107 I 1.9 Ohio U. 35 1.1

U. Maine 392 2.7 Med. Ctr. 275 2.6 U. Central Fl. 108 1.9 San Diego St U. 61

U. Tx. Med. U. Mississippi 214 2.7 U. Wisc.- Wright St. U. 87 1.8
Br. Galv. 467 2.9 Milwaukee 139 2.0' U. Sth. Florida 92 1.9

U. Tenn. Inst. U. Missouri-Role 168 2.6 U. West Florida 89 2.1

Agr. 455 I 2.9 Med. Col. Ga. 144 2.6 Loyola U.
Howard U. 357 3.1 N.Y. Med. Col. 152E 2.9 Chicago 88 I 2.5
U. IL. Med.

Ctr. Chicago 449 3.1
U. Oklahoma 508 3.2

3.6-5.9°0 U. Houston 602 4.8 U. Tx Hlth. Ctr. U. Ark. Med. SUNY Bing-
-3.6U. Vermont 801E 5.1 Houston 421 3.7 Sci. Cam. 209 3.8 hampton 160

U. Tx. Hlth. Thom. Jef. U. 355E 3.7 Polybach Inst NY 287E 4.2 Hahneman
Ctr. S. An. 722 5.2 So. Dak. St. U 313 3.9 U. No. Dakota, 216 I 4.3 Med. Col. 160 E 3.9-

Emory U. 867 5.5 U. Tn. Hlth. Ctr. 400 4.2 U. Ark.-Pine
U. III. Chig. Cir. 393 4.4 Bluff 183 5.1

Med. U., So. Car. 401 4.6
U. Nevada 391 5.0
Med. Col. Wisc. 593 5.6
Rice U. 467 5.8

6.0-9 9% Tulane U 781 6.3 U. Neb. Med. Drexe1U. 348 6.4
Montana St. U. 1,070 743 Ctr. Omaha 546 7.4 U. Lodisville 421 6.4
Albeny Med. Cot 896 7.9 1J. Notre Dame 683 7.7 SUNY
N. Dakota St. U. 1,221 9.4 Rush U. 792 9.0 Sci. Fo 504 8.8
Rensselaer P.I. 1,394 9.4

_

>10"o U. Tenn. Knox. 1,354E 10.6 U. Wyoming 1,104 10.0 Sth. III. U- Cdo. Sch. Mne& 497 11.0

U. Denver 1,697 11.5 N. Mx. Inst. Carbndl. 967 , 14,7 het Paper Chem 442 12.1

Tex. Tech'. U. 1969, 15.1 Mn. Tch. 786 10.8 Desert Res. Inst. 1,814, 33.3 ClarksOn Col.
Lehigh U. 1,076 11.4 Tech. 594 16.3
MiCh. Tech. U. 2,064 24.3 U. New Orleans 582 16.9

Oregm Grad Qr. 878 27.4
Stevens Ins. TM. -1,198 29.0
Worcester Ply. In. 1,630 44.1
Brigham Yculg U 2,198 E 54.9

No Data on U. Ca. Santa Barbara Dartmouth Col. SUNY at Albany NC Ag. Tech. St. U.
Industrial Col. Med. Dent. N.J. Brandeis U. St. Louis U. CUNY City Col.
Support U Puerto Rico U. C. Santa Cruz U. So. Carolina U. Missouri Central Office

SUNY Upstate Med. Ctr. N. Texas St. U.
U.S. Naval pa Sch. U. Puerto Rico-Med. Camp.
U. C. Sys. Wd. Progs.
Med. Col. Ohio-Toledo

Excluding "No Data" Institutions. "E" = Estimated:- "I" = :Imputed.

SOURCE: Natio-nal Science Foundation, Academic Science: R&D Funds, FY 1980 (NSF 82-300)

A corporation can only benefit from gocki relation-
ships with the academic community.

Universities train the talent that many corporations
hope to recruit, and house a segment of the public
whose,general approval is important for the func-
tioninq of business.

Supplementing these self-interested objectives
is the fad that corporations have substantial com-

;

1 6

petence to evaluate educational institutions and
projects-and certainly more competence than they
generally have to evaluate, say, a social-welfare
project,

Finally, contributions to education are typicaily
noncontroversial and-most often mentioned-
prominent corporate citizens were once students
of recipient schools.
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The report adds that higher education's large share
of corporate gifts is related to the sophisticated
mechanishis that universities have developed to I
solicit support

I n 1980-81 colleges and universities reported $778
million in voluntary donations from corporations. This
mas 18.4% of total voluntary support from all sources,
including alumni, non-alumni individuals, and founda-
tions. The corporate share was up fwidm 14% a decade
earlier. Corporate philanthropy to Mtersities is more
than twice as likely to be earmarked for research (27%,
or $210 million in 1980-81) as donations from all other
sources (12%, or $416 million in 1980-81). Chart 7
depicts the trend in corporate philanthrOpy to higher
education over the past seven yeArS*.

The proportion earmarked for research has fluctuated
between 25-35% with no clear trencrevident. 1-Idwever,
because corporate giving has been ri ing faster than
other sources of voluntary support, and 4- use a higher
proportion of corporate gifts are for r earch: the
corporate share of all gifts for research has ri n steadily
from 27.9% in 1974-75 to 33.6% in 1980-81 It should
be added that these estimates of corporate gifts sup-
porting university research are on the low , se be-

.cause university administrators may spend s un cant
amounts of "unrestricted" gifts on research facilities
or instru mentation.

-Table2

Industrial Support.for Research in University
Chemistry pnd Chemical Engineering

Departments by Type of Support
(Calendar 1980)

Types of Industrial Support Chemistry

$1;000's %

Chemical
Engineering

$1,000 's

Uncommitted (uncommitted gifts
or grants to departments)

1,910 19 3,139 31

Committet/ (gil(s or grants to
specific faculty members, or
tor specific areas of research)

2,469 -24 1,845 18

Proposa/s (grants or contracts for
specific research projects in
response to explicit proposals)

5,516 54 4*,477 44

Associate (membership lees from
industrial Asociates programs)

260 3 564 6

Other 59 0 157

Total Industrial Support $10,214 $10,182

Total extra mural,support $145,672 $44,338

Industrial Funds as Percentage of
Total Extramural Funds 7'o 23%

(Number and Percentage of all
Departments ReportIng) 1136 (72"n) 79(81"o)

Source C. Judson King presentation to Council for Chemical Re-
search, November 3, 1981.
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Corporate philanthropy is not evenly distributecl
among academic fields. There is no comprehensive
tabnlation- of corporate'gifts for academic research by
field. however, a 1979 comparison by field of the gifts
for sdence and technology (see Chart 8) by company
sponsored foundations and the endowed foundations
showed that while the latter placed their principal
emphasis upon basic research in the biomedical and
physical sciences, the company sponsored foundations
emphasIzed engineering, technology, business, labor,
and economics:These data, of course, exclude some
of the largest donors of corporate philanthropy such
as 11319 and DuPont which do not have company spon-
sored foundations but make their gifts directly. '

Table 3 arrays the top 100 colleges and universities
in terms of their total receipts of corporate philanthropy
in 1980-1981, as'well as by the proportion of the total
that was earmarked for research purposes. It thus
provides some indication of the level of general corporate
interest in a particular institution of higher education,
as well as identifying those universities in which the
corporate philanthropic interest appears to be primarily
or largely in their research capabilities, including, of
course, their output of trained scientists and engineers.

These data 'are reported annually by the recipient
institutions to the Coundl for Financial Aid to Education.
The Judgments concerning the purposes of the gifts
and grants are made by the university officials submitting
the reports. Some of the unexpected results in the table
may be due to inconsistencies among institutions in



Chart IL 1979 Grants of endowed and
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their standards and procedures for classifying the gifts.
The data for industrial gifts and grants reflect the

same trends found for other outside support, i.e., a
small percentage of institutions receive the bulk of the
gifts. On the whole, the greater the total philanthropy
receWed from corporations, the higher the percentage
restricted tO research purposes. However, in general
the public institutions tend to have higher proportions
of their corporate Contributions restricted to research
than private institutions which, of course, have always
reliedmore heavily upon philanthropy from all sources
for the operation and growth of their organizations.

The data on direct or indirect industrial support for
academic research give little indication of the most
pervasive academic-industrial connection, namely the
private consulting relationship between a professor and a
unit of a compa y. National surveys of academics in
1969 and 1975 howed that nearly 40% reported doing
paid consulting f soine kind (Chart 9). However, only
6% indicated th theV consult more thian one day per
week About 10010 said that they consulted with national
corporations, and nearly 20% reported consulting for
local business, government, and schools. Faculty al

the high quality rated research universities were much
More likely to beselected as consultants by national
corporations than were their colleagues at lower rated
institutions. However, faculty at all types of schools (junior
colleges excepted), whether high or low in fgestige,
wereequally likely to report paid consulting with local
business, government, and schools.

Overall opportunities for consulting differed con-
siderably by academic field (see Chart 10). Nearly two-
thirds of the academic engineers reported paid con-
sulting activities, as compared to less than one-third,
of their physical and biological science colleagues.
About half of the faculty in the professional schools
reported paid consulting, but only one-fifth of the
humanities professors were so engaged. In the above
discussion, only the 1969 data has been reported be-
cause the 1971r material was not available. However,
no significant changes in patterns of consulting oc-
curred in the period and there was no increase in the
proportion of faCulty engaged in consulting. Compara-
ble recent data have not been collected. It can be
added that according to these surveys, faculty engaged
in paid consulting teach as much and publish more
than their colleagues.

The following section sketches in a kaleidoscope of
recent initiatives in university-industry research rela-
tionships which outlines the current front of activity.

d. Current Activities

Discussions about university-industry research
coupling began to Intensify around 1978, thus the pro-

-visional figures for 1980 And 1981 qn levels of support
do not fully reveal the degree to which talk is being
followed by action. There is, however, strong anecdotal
evidence of increased activity. Several large and visible
agreements for long term research C011aboration be-
tween companies and universities have been Signed
within the past few years, for example, Harvard-Mon-
santo; Watington University-Mallinckrodt Inc.; Harvard
Medical .School-Seagrams; MIT-axon; Carnegie Mellon-
Westinghouse; Massachusetts General Hospital (Har-
vard)-Hoechst A.G.; and most recently, Washington
University-Monsanto.

'in the biotechnology field events have been moving
so fast that some major arrangements have been an-
nounced and then canceled during the period of writ-
ing this reporta case in point 'is the arrahgerbent
between DNA Sciences, Inc. (E.F. Hutton) and the Welz-
mann institute of Science' in Israel. Thedipying'com-
mercial growth of this field was expressed in late 1981

, by Dr. Leslie Glick, president Of Genex Corporation:

In 1978, there were only 4 companies worldwide
that specialized in applying recombinant DNA tech-
nology to industry. Their total capitalization was
roughly $20 million: As 1981 draws to a close, there
are perhaps 110 young firms specializing in recom-
binant DNA technology with total capitalization of



Table 3
Corporate Philanthropy to Institutions of Higher Education, 1980-81:

Contributions Restricted to Retearch as a Percentage of Total Corporate Contributions
(Gifts for operating purposes only: capital gifts excluded)

Rank in total
Corp. Contr.

Range
Rank 1-25

($4,284-$14,180)
Rank 26-50

($2,63444,166)
Rank 51-75

($1,343-52,61a)
Rank 76-100
($835-51,338)

Percentage of Contributions Contributions Contributions Contributions
total Contn-
butions _for

for ReSearch 'for Resbarch for Research for Research

Research . Campus 51,000's % of Campus 51,000's qi of Campus $1,000a % of Campus $1,000's % of
Total Total Total Total

Washington U. -- Rensselaer Poly. American U.
Tex. Christian U.

0t' 0 Beloit College
U. of Mississippi

, Loyola.U.-Chic.

Ball State U 173 2 Dartmouth Coll 142 5 Brandeis U. 9 0.4 Wake Forest U. 2 0.2
Georgetown U 140 4 Rice University 20 Oklahoma St. U. 18 2

Ga. Inst. Tech. 55 3 Clarkson Cot Tech 19 2
W. Virginia U. 43 3 Colorado St. U. 23' 2
Illinois lnst Tech. 60. 3 Pace U. 31 3

1-8"o Sthn. Methodist U. 76' 5 U. of * Rano= 37. 4

Mich. Tech. U. 42 4

Marquette U. 64 8
Rutgers U. 76 7

Reed College 66 8

Domin. Cot BlavIt 84 8

. of So. Cal. 1522 26 Carnegie-Metal U. 372 11 U. of Kansas 221 12 Wichita State U. 139 12

Stanford U.' 3034 28 - U. of Chicago 579 14 U. of Rochester 192 12 U. of Denver 118 12
4 Harvard U. 3192 28 U. of Missouri 637 20 Colo. Sch. of Wes 200 15 Harvey Mudd Coil 115 12

U. of Georgia 2384 29, Duke U. 856 21 St. Louis U. 232 16 Boston U. 192 19
Northwestern U. 789 22 U. of Tennessee 386 19 U. of Cincinnati 253 20
Creighton U. 623 23 Howard U." 519 23 U. of Pittsburgh 325 25,

9-320o U. of Houston 802 23
Princeton U. 669 25
U. of Sth. Fla 944 28
Purdue U. 933 29
Yale U. 1160 29
New York U. 1235 31

Columbia U. -2884 - 40 Vanderbilt U, 1235 35 Brown U. 543 33 Auburn U. 448 48
Ohio' State U. .1804 42 U.C.-San Diego 1308 35 U. of Virginia 794 35 U C.-Irvine 730 77

U. of Illinois 5924 42 Tulane U. 1464 53 Emory U.. / 1445 55 Baylor Cot Med. 1215 91

U. Texas-Austin 2416 42 Johns Hopkins U. 1779 58 U. Nebraska 1298 55
Case Weston R U. 1822 42 Cal. Inst. Tech. 2144 57 U. of Kentucky 997 57
U -of Pennsylvania 3586 42 Virginia Poly. Inst. 2807 83 U. of Delaware 978 81

U. of Minnesota 2472 48 Wayne Statp U. 1881. 85 Oregon State U. 1888 68
M.I.T. 6102 49 Pennsylvania St. 2658 74 U. of N. Carolina 1028 88
U.C.L.A. 3119 51 U. oj Colorado 2828 81 Rockefeller U. 1171 77
U. of Miami 2898 55 Wash. St. U. 2377 83 U. of Conn. 1281. 80

33-100°o U.C.-Berkeley 4190 58 U.C.-San Fran. 2424 89 U.C.-Davis 1872 81

U. of Michigan 5854 82 U. Tex Hlth CV-
Louisiana St. U. 4324 83 ' San Antonio 1475 87
Texas A&M U. 8806 72
Cornell U. 4370 73
U. of Maryland 3938 74
U. of Wrsconsin 3858 78
Michigan St. U. 5578 81
U. of Arizona 8755 84

Source: Council for Financial Aid to Education data tape
The bookkeeping systems of some Institutions, including Washington University, do not permit separate identification of cOrporate research

contributions.
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about $700 million. In addition to these new small
firms, roughly 120 large companies workiwide (are)
currently involved in recombinant DNA technology.

Further, over 70 firms have been identified as work-
ing in mdnoclonal antibody researchan area in which
the basic techniques ivere only discovered five-years
ago. It is certain that mostlof these companies have
academic advisers and consultants and that some of
them are "spin-off" companies founded, .owned, and
managed by academic scientists.

The biotechnoiogy boom is aiso giving fise to inno-
vative organizational experiments in connecting uni-
versity research to commercial development. Experi-
ments with complexes of overlapping non-profit and
for-ptofit organizations such as the arrangements be-
tween the University of Caiifornia at Berkeley, Stanford
University, and six corporations (Engenics, Inc.) aim to
develop commercial processes and also to channel
significant portions of the profits back into academic
research. A related area of active experimentation is
use of limited partnerships to permit partners to invest
in university research and obtain tax credits under the
recent tax legislation, in addition to possible capitai
gains on products of the research. The tootential prob-
terns generated by the very rapid growth of university-
industry research relationships in biotechnology
prompted an unprecedented two day meeting in Mardi

k: 1

.1982 between the presidents of five leading research
universities and their counterparts in ten high tech-
nology firms involved in biotechnology to deveidp sug-
gested guidelines for the complex relationships' that ,
have sprung up between industry and academe.

Research managers- from mbst major chemical com-
panies have held three annual conferences with chair-
men of university chemistry and chemical engineering
departments whigh have resulted in the establishment
of a Council for Chemical Research. This Council alms
to fund academic research and work toward forging
new relationships between academic and industrial
chemists and chemical engineers. The Semiconductor
industry Association has set up a non-profit subsidiary,
the Semitonductor Research 'Cooperative, the intent -

of 'which is to encourage incteased efforts by manu-
,

facturers and universities in long-term semiconductor
research, and to add to the supply and quality of holders
of professional degrees in the fleid. Expenditures e)f
$20 million over two years are planned. The American
Electronics Association (AEA) has recently analyzed the
national engineering shortage problem and proposes
that their members donate 2% of their research budgets
against very specific targets to alleviate the problem.
if this is accepted there is a potentialof more than $50
million being made available to electrical engineering
departments. In April 1982 the AEA published a useful

20
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guidebook of model university-Industry engineering
programs to encourage companies to increase invest-
ments in engineering education.

In addition to these collective efforts, a rnimber of
individual companies are responding to needs for sci-
entists and engineers in certain areas of shortages
with a variety of philanthropic support programs.

Two of the major U.S. higher education associations
are conducting liaison activities with industry. The
American Council on Education with a memberphip of
about 1,600 colleges and universities, is hosting a
"Business-Higher Educatidn Forum" which periodically
brings together chief executive officers of universities
and corporations to explore means of InteractiOn for
mutual benefit. The Association of American Universi-
ties, whose membership is comppsed of 48 leading
research universities, has been holding periodic meet-
ings with corporation directors of industrial research.

Several federally funded national research facilities
including the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Labora-
tory and the new Brookhaven National Synchrotron
Light Soutte are-becoming increasingly instrumented
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and utilized by industrya plear case of the relevance
of fundamental research facilities to industrial goals.

A variety of consortia-like programs in which several
companies 4ointlYrprovide support for focused aca-,
demic research activities have generated a surprising
amount of support, CalTech's Silicon Systems Project'
and Stanford's Center for Integrated Systems ore ex-
amples. Similar arrangements,with some initial Federal
support are MIT's Polymer Processing Center and the
Center for University of MassachusettsIndustry Re-
search in 'Polymers.

A signifkant development is documented by a recent
survey conducted by the National Governors Associa-
tion. The survey of all fifty states looked for programs
to spur technological Innovation and productivity growth.
At least 88 separate initiatives were found to be under-
way with state leadership, and many involved public-
private partnerships. To give some examples, severiii
states, including North Carolina, New York, California,.
and others, have made, long-term commitments of large
sums for implementation of ambitious plans to develop
academically connected R85D centers in microelec-
tronics with extensive corporate participation. In Mich-
igan, a flexible factory automation research center is
planned. Arizona has announced a major expansion of
university engineering research and education with
heavy corporate support.

Universities are actively examining their patent and
licensing policies and there is increasing faculty aware-
ness of the potential patentability of their discoveries.
While the 13otential benefit,Lof interaction with indus-
try are receiving strong unMersity attention, there is
also concern with potential dangers. For example, the
Association of American Medical Colleges has asked
one of its,committees to examine the effects of outside
money on the open exchange of data and other aspects ,
of academic freedom.

Bottr universities and Companies are beginning to
take inventory of,their arrays of gifts, grants, contracts
and other relationships with each other. One of the
largest U.5. companies recently completed for the first
time such a comprehensive audit to aid in planning its
future relations with academia. Most major universities
have begun significant efforts to kindle industry con-
nections. At MIT, perhaps the university with the best
industrial connections, indystrially supported research
contracts have enjoyed a 300% growth In the six years
prior to 1980.

Clearly, the signs of increased traffic between com-
panies and campuses aremany.

e. Government Involvements

The several levels of government have played im-
portant roles in university-induStry relationships. The
story of agricultural research is well'knowri and both
World Wars saw government initiating and supporting
extensive joint efforts in 'science and technology. The



post World War II period saw assumption by the Fed-
eral Government of responsibility to support basic re-
search with the establishment of the National Science
Foundation in 1950.

It ia interesting iind important to note that the view
of. technology as a positive development in govern-
ment economic policy only emerged after yorld War II.
President Rooseveirsprograms for economic recovery
in the 1930's included no specific provisions for the
stimulation or support of R&D, although some-pro-
grams had the effect of providing support for wne
academic researchers. In fact a dominant belief of the
time was that technology caused unemploynient
precisely the problem they were trying to cure. It was
not until after the war that the fear of technological
unemployment receded, and a current view of technol-
ocv as an economic growth agent could come to the fore.

Re( ent rederal Developments.
As mentioned above, current concerns with the na-

tional economy have brought renewed policy attention
to the role-of R&D in economic growth, and to the role
of research as the base of new techn6logy. Govern-
nwntal focus upon the university-industry connection
has been a small hut significant part of this.

In the recent period, University-industry cooperation
wo spurred initially by President.Nixon's message to

Congress on March 16, 1972. His mesSage urged the
National Science Foundation and the National Bureau
of Standards to "determine effective ways of stimulat-
ing non-Federal investment in research and develop-
ment and of improving the application of research and
development results." NSF responded with experimental
programs involving universitydndustry interaction, of
which the major ones were the University-Industry
Cooperative Research Centers Experiments (1973) and
the Innovation Centers Experiments (1973). The Uni-
versity-industry Cooperative Research Projects Program
was added five years later (1978). These programs
provide mechanisms .intended to encourage collab-
orative research by academic and industrial scientists
and engineers according to their own research priorities.

At the National Bureau of Standards the Experimental
'rechnology Incentives Program (ETIP) was launched
in 1973 to conduct policy studies and experiments in
cooperation with Government agencies having direct
polky responsibility. The objective was to help the par-
ticipating agency formulate a new policy and to test it
through a formal, evaluated experiment. The policy ex-
periment was an innovation in industrial policy research,
and several examples involved the direct participation
of univerSities (examples include the patenting of uni-
versity research and the joint adoption by a university
an(I lli adjoining urban community of an advanced
energy supply system),

in 1978 the President initiated a domestic policy
review of industrial innovation. University-industry co-
operation jn research was one oi the topics reviewed.

.1

In late 1979, based on these reviews;the administra-
tion made several recommendations to expand existing
Federal university-industry programs, and to extend
these programs to other agencies. Several of th'ese
proposals were incorporated in the Stevenson-Wydier
Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-480).

The 96th Congress passed additional legislation in-
tended to encourage the commercialization, of inno-
vative ideas and technologies developed as a result of
Federal wonsorship of university and industry-based
R&D prorcts. The principal thrust of the provisions of
the Uniform Federal Patent Policy Act of 1980 (Pl. 96,
517) is to permit universities, non-profit firms and small
businesses to elect to take title to inventions arising
from Federally funded. R&D`activities.

Another significant development in 1980 was publi-
cation by. the Antitrust Division of.the U.S. Department
of Justice of its 'Antitrust Guide Concerning Research
Joint Ventures. The document was intended.to clarify
for private firms the conditions under which coopera-
tive research and other R&D ventures would be ad-
missible under the antitrust laws.

The change in administration in January 1981 sig-
naled a new conception of the Federal-Government's
role in the area ofimiversity-industry relationships.
While previous administrationS had-attempted to de-
velop-Government-directed programs for the stimula-
tion of research and development in general, or
university-industry research interactions in particular,
President Reagan's Administration demanded a more
limited view of Government intervention in the private
sector. Research and development was given high pri-
ority by the new administration, and the significance
of university-industry interactions received early recog-
nition. However, the prindpal thrust of the new policy
Involved provision of incentives for R&D investments
through tax legislation. The Economic Recovery Tax
Act of 1981 (Pl. 97-34) includes several provisions
aimed at stimulating increased suppOrt for research
and development by industry: ,

A 2.5% tax credit for incremental increases in in-
dustry R&D expenses when compared with historic
R&D expense levels. This provision indudes direct
in-house industry R&D expenses (wages, supplies,
and payments for leased equipment), contributions
to a qualified fund, and research contratted-out
(allows up to 65% of contracted-out cost). It ex-
cludes depreciable plant and equipment and ex-
penses for research: (a) outside the U.S., (b) in the
social sciences and humanities, and (c) funded by
Other persons or Government agencies.

An increase in charitable deductiOns to cost plus
one-half the difference between the cost and the
fair market value, for donation of new equipment
(less than tw) years old) by an equipment manufac-
turer-to an institution of higher education (for re-
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search and training in the physical and biOlogical
sciences).

. Suspension (for two years) of tax regulations re-
quiring firms to allocate research expenses between
U.S. and foreign source income and requires further
study of this area by Treasury.

A change in regulations to allow taxpayers to de-
preciate research equiOment over three years in-
stead of five years.

It seems clear that in recent times at least, all ad-
ministrations, regardless of their political and economic
complexion, have viewed the university-indushy research
connection as a positive and desirable element in na-
tional economic policy. Administrations have diverged,

, however, in their conceptions pf appropriate Govern-
ment roles and degrees of emphasis upon different
_means, to encourage the relationships. This Adminis-
-tration's approach reflects the fact that effective long-

, term university-Industry research interaction Will be
based on the perceived worth of the university work
by the industrynot on initiatives originating in
Washington bit third parties.

3. TRENDS AND OPPORTUNITIES'

There is general consensus on the likelihood of
increased university-Industry research interaction
during the 1980's. Questions are.ralAd about whether
industry has sufficient resources available to increase
allotments to university research; whether academic
research camreally benefit industry and whether aca-
demic freedom and the openness of scientific com-
munications can be preserved in the face of the con-
straints and temptations of coMmercial concerns. But
,the.new -arrangements highlighted here reflect an op-
timistic mood that is grounded In an awareness that
the problems and oppOrtunities in technologically based
industrial production are substantially different from
those of the past. Three general factors characterize
this change.

First, product, and process improvement and inno-
vation in some industries have evolved to levels of
complexitY that demand understanding of fundamental
physical-and biological phenomena, and thus require
much higher levels of training in and use of basic science
and engineering than the "cut andkry" inventor of yore.
One factor contributing to inereasedomplexity is that
manufacturing is becoming a process-oriented activity,
rather than an assembly oriented actMty. Process manuT
facturing, being easier to automate than assembly, is
more Productive but also requires much greater in-
volvement with the fundamental properties of the
materials being worked. For example, in microelec-
tronics, as the manufacturing of microcircuits is pushed
down to ever smaller dimensions, puzzling phenomena
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occur which require new scientific and engineering
explanations before further progress can take place.

Further, incremental advances in narrOwly focused
technical areas, characteristic of much industrial de-
velopment in the past, are gMng way to the use of a
broad range of science and engineering disciplines on
complex, often iii-defined problems, or exploitation of
new analytical capabilities. Hence, it is beComing in-
creasingly difficult for any one industrial laboratory to
fully encompass the requisite expertise. A partial remedy
for this situation is to seek dut the pertinent skills
wherever they may be found in the Nation's universities.

And finally, the rapid expansion of the Nation's R&D
system over the past three decades has diffused re-
search capabilities over a much broader range of in-
stitutionsacademic and industrialthan before.
Thus it is quite unlikely that any one company could
hold and maintain a leading edde on technical advance
in a given area, as, for example, DuPont was able to
do in polymer fibers during the 1930S`and later.

These changes are interactive, and we may be seeing
these factors converging to create new configurations
of academic 'and industrial research.

Beyond these trends, several additional features of
the world environment in the 1980s may well affect
univers4y-industry research relationships in new ways.
Rising prices for nffiterial resources will reqiiire higher
levels of company R&D both to perfect more efficient

'Modes of using existing resources, as ivell as to develop
alternate materials and processes. There will also be
continued fierce economic competition from-the other
adVanced industrial nations.

Momentous changes are underway in several areas
6f science andengineering which have great potential
implications for industrial applications. In some of
these areas, e.g., recombinant DNA research in micro-
bial, -animal, and plant cells, and solid state physics
as it applies to microelectronics, there are wide areas
of overlap in the work of academic and industrial lab-
oratories. While less visible to the public, this would
also apply to other areas such as catalysis and mate-
rials research.

The rapid development of potentially lucrative new
science-based technologies will create strong industrial
demands upon universities for scientists arid engineers
trained in these technologies. These pressures have
become so severe in some areas that they will require
cooperative solutions. Companies can be expected to
step up their activities in scanning universities for promis-
ing potential employees as well as to increase support
for students and postdoctorals.

The perspectives and understanding of many in-
dustrial managers concerning academic research
have changed so that ccirporations may be better able
to utilize academic research, as well as create more
effective management for in-house fundamental re-
search. Industrial interest in and concem with this issue
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Is expressed in currvat research management publi-
cations exploring such topics as the management of
"directed basic research:" At a recent conference on
this subject, an industrial research manager advised
his colleagues to "leverage your research dollar when-
ever possible with working uniyersity relationships and
competitively won. Federal study contracts in areas of
basic research relevant to your companys technologies"
Also, the Inclustrial Research Institute has recently
initiated a series of dialogues between corporAe
directors of research and othersenior corporate man-

. agers to explore improved ways of integrating longer
term "downstream" research into corporate business
strategy. The research directors believe that the balance
between long and short-term research in industrial
laboratories has been, extessively Weighted toward
short-term work.

That industry is planning to intensify its research
efforts over the next half decade is demonstrated in a
1982 survey by Haines Lundberg Waehler, an architec-
tural, engineering and planning firm specializing in the
design of research and high technology facilities. Their
study of 81 corporations reported that four out of five
Industrial companies plan to increase their R&D ex-
penditures over the next five years, and that one third
plan increases of over 25 fiercent. The report concluded,
"Competitive pressures, changing technologies and
aging facilities are among the major factors spurting
iarger investments in research".

Increased industrial needs for Re(awill create pres-
sures to find improved ways for' making the products
of Federal investment in academic science and engi-
neering more available to industry. In most defense
and space related Governtn" ent R&D the Government
is, so to speak, its own custotner because it buys the

" products of its investments. But much of the Govern-
ment's research investment by such agencies as the
National Science Foundation, the National Institutes
'of Health, and the Departments of Adriculture and
Energy is through -universities and colleges. It is'ex-,
pected that the 1980's %Ail see an intensified search

for means to make this cOnsiderable public investment
in research more available for the development of use-
tul products and processes and eventual commerciali-
zation. A significant step was token in this direction
wkh the patent legislation of 1980. The law assures
that the creators of inventions may obtain title to their
work, even If part or all of it resulted from federally
supported work. At this point, however, the legislation
applies only_to universities, non-profit organizations,
and small businesses. This Administration is support-
ing extension of this legislation to all Federally funded
contractors.-

These general economic ancl technical factors are
further reinforced by several conditions within the aca-
demic sector operating to increase attention to indus-
trial needs. The leveling off Over,the past decade of the
rate of increase 111 fe'deral research support, and
declining student populations have combined to put
research universities into a "steady state" posture.
Academic administrations are exercising great Ingenuity
in the development of new sources of incotne to support
their faculties and facilities. Research suppott from
industry will look very attractive during the 1980's:

In the interest of income generation, universities will
put much greater emphasis upon staking claims to
patent rights to the discoveries made by their science
and engineering faculty and staff. This will engage uni-
versities more frequently in patent and licensing nego-
tiations with interested companies. ,

It can be expected that during the 1980's the com-
petition for students will lead anlversities to put greater
emphasis upon the development of curricula that prom-

" ,ise relyvance to industry. These will frequently involve
cooperative arrangements with Companies. A number
of such cooperative curricular innovations in engineering
were discussed at an October 1b80,Nation-al Academy
of Engineering Symposium on "Academe/industry/
Government: Interaction in Engineering Educatidn."

In the next chapter we turn to a narrative account of
selected findings fedm theseveral studies commis-
sioned as background material for this report.
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a1APTER U

FINDINGS FROM RECENT STUDIES

1. INTRODUCTION

At the outset of Its review of university-Industry inter-
actions, the National Science Board tiecame aware that
a stronger data base Was.needed to deal with such a
complex subject. Only recently has there been a surge
in the literature of the subject. but these contributions,
while welcome, gencially lack hisforical, depth, ade-
quate field data or systematic coverage. To held remedy
these deklenciesi and id support of Its analysis, the
MB commissioned several studieS which are published
separately, from this Report. These studieS are Intended
to fill in some of the gaps in our knowledge, guide
follow-on, Investigations and serve as as foundation for
NSI3 findings and recommendations.

In all, one major field study was commissioned
as well as three smaller studies and a day-long work-
shod. The field study examined over 400 cases of
university-industry research relationships to describe
'and assess the status of university-industry research
interactions, and to identify the factors that nurture or
limit university-industry research interactions. The
other Studies addressed: Industry relationship of sci-
ence and engineering faculty at a saMple of non-doctoral
colleges and universities; the historical relationships
be,tween the chemical industry and academic chemis-
try and chemical engineering; and yniversity-industry-
state government consortia in microelectronics
research. The workshop explored issues of Intellectual
property rights in industry-untversity cooperative re-
search. Mi of the studies were subjected to critiques
by NSB and outside reviewers, and modified in the
light of their comments.

Given the voluntary and pluralistic nature of university-
industry interactions, the changing alms. of the par-
ticipants and the difficUlties Inherent in spanning the

'The activities are listed In the Appendix.

gulf that always exists between organizations, it is not
surprising that extreme diversity is found. What gives
this diversity coherence is the fact that basic motivations
and some major types of research relatiOnships per-
sist, and the factors and processes of university-industry
relations can be identified. These ordering elements
arid issuelikas revealed in the studies, will be high-
lighted irtells chapter.

2. STUDY tilIattUGHTS
a. Why Do Universities and Companies Cooperate

With Each Other?

Company representatives cited many reasons for their
Interest in establishing research interactions with uni-
versilles. TME following reasons were mentioned
most frequently:

Access to manpower (students, and professors)

Access to technology

Problem solving or obtaining information

Prestige or enhancement oLthe company's Image

Use of an economical resource

General support of technical enellence

Proximity

Access to universitY facilities

Those industries Which derive their major source of
personnel from universities are Most likely to provide
cooperative funding. Sometimes, industry looks to the
university as a window on new technology, but in rapidly
growing high technology industries, both the university
and the Industry must participate in all aspects of the
cycle; Industry also looks to the university tb solve very
specific scientific protilems In which the university has
special expertise. The functfon of these problem adv.
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Ing services is to disseminate information, not to pen-
erate fundamental new knowledge.

Contrary to some expectations, innovation is not a
mg/or industrial motivation for university-industry in-
teractions. Industry rarely looks to the' university for
technological innovations that result directly in new
products or processes. Universities often perceive them-
selves as idea generators, but if 'a, company must go
outside its own organization for such innovations it is

unlikely to go to a university.
Industrial motivations are grounded in the charac-

terlstics and values of individual companies and their
competitors. Industry exists to make a profit by pro-
ducing a product. a process, or rendering a useful serv-
ice. To achieve those goals and safeguard the associated
investment patent protection and proprietary Oositions

Must be established. Consequently, communications
and publications may be restricted. Industrys approach
to researdh is governed by the view that research is a
-support mechanism for profitabilitY. Translating that
view into specific types of university-industry exchanges
depends on Corporate perceptions of the importance
of fundamental or applied research; the relevant time
frame; available capital; traditions of dependence on
federal or state support and the complexity of tech-
nology required by the industry.

Corporate size and complexity also play a significant
role. Only a few industries, and comparatively fekv com-
panies among them, pursue much" research related
contact with universities. The companies most active

in research interactions with`universities tend to be in
the chemical, electronic food manufacturing. Petrolebm

and pharmaceutical industriel groupings. Those in-
dustries which find university research to be ill-suited
to their needs are apt to go to contract research orga-
nizations if they have a research problem that cannot
be solved in-house.

With 'regard to size, only the larger companies tend
to participate in university-industry reSearch programs.
Smaller companies, if they interact with university re-
searchers, tend to do so in knowledge transfer pro-
grams of various types. DireFtors of such programs
advise that it is difficult to gattract small cordpany par-
ticipation except in advanced technology fields. This
situation appears to stem from smaller company needs
to solve specific problems that university professors
do hot consider to be sufficiently thallenging, or the
absence of company funds for such university-Industry
purposes, or the absence ollresearch liersonnel in small
companies to fostertechnical contacts v.41th universities.

Universities interact with industry mainly to acquire
funding for basic research and graduate training, or to
support the facilities that make research possible. In
general, industrial funding is seen as Involving less red
tape, and.reporting requirements are seen as less time-
consuming than equivalent support from the Federal
Government. Other motivating forces kir a university
to seek industrial support for its research are:
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Atcess to scientific and technological areas where

industry has special expertise.

industrially sponsored research provides an op-
portunity to expose students to new insights and '
to practical research problems that may be of Im-
mediate importance to society.

Some government funds are available for applied'
research where a university couples with industry.

Employment expectations fot graduates.

These motivations are always tempered by the uni-
versitles'perception of their mission to educatestudents
and extend and apply knowledge. Communications and
publication are essential if this dual mission is to be
accomplished. In recent years, universities have In-

.
creasingly btgun to regard research as an additional
source of financial support for the university. Despite
the differences in university and indusby missions, there
are common interests such as the production of quali-
fied graduates and development of new ideas and con-
cepts. As a result, It Is liosalble tO point to highly pro-
ductive convergences behvee,n universities and industry.
The highest degree of convergence between the
universities and industry Is in high technology research
where technology transfer is rapid and requires close
proximity between fundamental and product,oriented

, research. Current examples of such research are micro-
electronics and molecular biotechnology.

b. _How Do Universitlts And Companies CoOperate
With One Another?

Assuming-that the parties are sufficiently motivated,
their cooperation involves a tranSfer of resources, peck
pie (through cooperative research) and inforMation.
Obviously: these are merely categories of convenience
and no sharp ilne can or:ought to,sbe dravin between
them. for Ourposesof discussion, however, each mode
of transferresources, people and informationwill
be dealt with separately.

Resources. General gifts In support of university re-
search are a highly valued source of income because
of their flexibility and because they provide benefits
that greatly exceed the dollar percentage of support.
Suth fundt can be used' as seed money to Mart new
piojects, help young scientists get started, provide for
travel to conferences or tide-over funds between con-

°tracts and a host of worthy purposes. Despite the ben-
efits, there is a growing awareness on the part of.
Industry that unrestricted gifts or grants-in-aid do not-.
promote Interactions between the two partners--
university and industry. Increasingly, there is recogni-
tion that more interactive modes of support may ac-
complish similar purposes, and by integrating such
funds into a more formai structure, provide a more
reliable source of funds and a stable link to Industry.

'Although equipment gifts, particularly computers and
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related systems, are sometimes.easier for universities
to obtain from industry than from government, equip-
ment donation does not Currently appear to be an ex-
tensive source of sCiFiport of university research. Re-
cipients qften find equipment gifts to be a problem

-because the equipment donated is unsuited for teaching
or research: and maintenance is difficult. Corporate
giving occasionally takes other forms than general gifts
or equipment donation's. Sometimes contributions
toward the building of research facilities are made, or
in, other cases endowment fUnds are established that
may be used as ongoing sources of funds to aid in
constructing or operating a research facility or in cre-
ating endowed research chairs or professorships,

Cooperative Research. Unlike donations of funds,
equipment, research facilities or endowed contributions,
cooperative research essentially involves interactions
of people and is the area where there is now the most
creative movement. Cooperative research is an informal
activity where two or more parties plan their research

'in very general forms and what to do with the outcomes
when the program is finished. Money may or may not
change hands. This type of interaction should be dis-
tinguished from comparatively rare collaborative re-
search which involves close and intensive interaction
between university and industry scientiSts on well de-
fined project activities. Most industrial scientists believe
university scientists should not become undu involved
in development. On the other hand, by becoming too
involved in basic research the industrial scientist runs
the risk of losing sight of practical solutions.

Three principal approaches are found in institutional
agreements for cooperative research. The greatest dollar
support to universities from industry is through indMdual
investigators using contract research. Another approach
that is more sweeping in scope though not necessarily
in total funding, is to adopt industrial affiliates or con-
sortial arrangements fostering cooperative university-
industry research. In other instances, institutional
facilities in the form of research centers attract indus-
try support by providing equipinent inezcentral facility,
coordinating reseArch done in a general area or serving
as a research focus.

Individual Research Contracts. In the first approach,
invoMng university researchers in individual contractual
arrangements, support is usually mission-oriented
and specific to a research program or project. Indus-
trial support in this mode is generally for the purpose
of fairly immediate benefit.

Although these agreements generate extremely val-
u2lble person-to-person interactions, funding is usually
for individual projects on a year-by-year:basis. They are
readily terminated if funding is limited, or ,return on
investment is insufficient or if the industrial project
Manager isINmSferred. Also, in applied research, and
development, universities face strong competition from
industry, government laboratories and non-profit re-

search laboratories, and have few comparative advan-
tages in relation to these performers. More funda-
mentally, problems arise because university and industry
research have different objectives, different time frames
for obtaining and reporting results, and different polides
for publications and patents. .

Despite these difficulties, the advantages of cicise
interaction and access to special expertise are so great
that a few long-term, high level commitments for sup-
port of basic research have- been negotiated in return
for proprietary advantage. An example of such a com-
mitment ig the 1974 abreement between the Monsanto
Chemical Company and Harvard University for a ten
year, $23 million research program in the biology and
biochemistry of organ development. To, deal with some
of the anticipated obstacles the company and the uni-
versity created a special advisory board of individuals'
not connected with either institution to review plans
for publication, dissemination of information and use'
of discoveries made under the program. In particular,
the board has the authority to require some licensing
of the program's inventions. This program is of particular
interest because it illustrates so well the classic devel-
opment of university-industry linkages through a long
standing consulting relationship involving a prOfessor
at a university with excellence in the scientific field that
a company wanted to enter.

At a significantly lower level of support, interactions
at the individual level may take the form of gifts *or grants
to a professor ty pursue research in generaiarea at
the frontiers ofla discipline, Tather thani on a specific
ionic. Although thiS type of program is well received, it
is clear that resources for such programs are extreme-,
ly limited and industry cannot, in any way, fulfill the
role of government agencies in funding basic science.

IndMdual. investigators 'may sometimes be a conduit
for graduate fellowship support as part of cooperative
research. This type of gradilate support is not formal,
and it is understood that the graduate student will be
working on a specific area of research. Engineerihg
and other applied sciences such as forestry and fish-
eries are fields in whkh this type of Support is most
prevalent. StUdents prefer to draw their term projects
from the "real world" rather than working with simu-
lated laboratory exercises. Formal programs for grad-
uate student support not tied to principal investigators

'are discussed below.
The descriptions of indMduat cooperative research

described so far involve only industry and universities.
In recent years however, the Federal Government has
been crying to find ways to encourage university-industry
cooperative research programs. For example, one of
the results of the National Science Foundation (NSF)
cooperative research project activity has been to in-
crease participation of academic science faculty in
university-industry linkages. The bulk of industrial sup-
port of university research, goes to engineering research
and less than one-thirci,goes to academic sdence pro-
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grams in physics, mathematics, and biology. In 1980,
about one-half of NSF' support for university-industry
cooperative research was in academic science.

Not-all indMdually oriented cooperative research is
carried out by-financial support of one type or another.
Sometimes donations and loans of equipment are made

in" orderlo get feedback on development and modifi-
cation of the firm's equiPinent. Even'if the equipment
is given for general resarch, its use may be limited to
applied research.

Industrial Affiliate Programs. The second principal
approach followed in institutional agreements for
cooperativeyesearch seeki to broaden participation
and, at the same time, create stable industrial support
of universit* research. This approach engages firms
through an IndOstrial affiliates program. Emphasis is
an indrvidual Contacts between the representatives of
member companies and the faculty, staff, and students'
in the program. Access to students is the prime reason
why companies Join such programs. Most programs of
this type host meetings on campus, provide reports
and resume listings, and encourage company campus
participation. Affiliate members ere encouraged to
bring technical problems of a non-proprietary nature
to the attention of the faculty members and tb outline
what they believe to be the key problems in advancing
the state Ofpthe art of their fields. Thus, members may
have an influence on future research directions. As
this advisory capacity becomes more formalized, to
the extentjwhere-the member companies form an ad-
visory board, this activity is better characterized as a

research consortium.
Research consortia are distinguished from industrial

affiliates programs because they are created to address
specific missions, and organized to ensure that the
mission oriented research will be carried out. The key

to the development Of successful consortia programs
appears to be the development of a leader through die
industrial affiliates program. When this &curs, the con-
sortia evolve through the give-and take of personal
contacts between the industrial associates members
and the university scientists. When faculty initiative is
absent, or a mere matching of interest is attempted,
consoftia attempts are conspicuously less successful:
Industrial leaders may provide initiative as well: In the
field of chemistry, the Vice President for Corporate Re-
'search of the Dow Chemical Company took the lead in
convening a conference of heads of engineering and
chemistry departments as well as- directors of indus-
trial research. Out of this conference and follow-on
meetings, a decision was made to form the Council for
Chemical Research (CCR). CCR is intended to secure
additional industrial funding for university research in
chemistry, .and the'founders of the organization expect
technology transfer and new ideas to-occur more readily.
Coordinated universky-inclustry action is expected to
produce more vigorous research programs.
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Use of University Facilities. A third approach to uni-
versity-industry cooperative research invoives the use
of several types of university facilities. Research centers
and institutes are one.type and they help attract inchistry
by providing coordinated researCh and/or equipment
in a' central facilitjr:

The key is to provide a focus to research either
thiough equipment availability or by research coor-
dination. 13y far the greatest number of centers or in-
_stitutes friteraFt wkh industry thrbugh contracted
research. Most centers or institutes have a combination
of State and Federal Government or IndUstrial and some
university siipport. Those centers closely associated
with a depertment seemed to suit industriaj -needs of
.access to students more closely and cause less friction.

Another type of use Of universities' facilities issoop-
erative research centers having associated irindstrial
affiliates programs. This is a relatively new mechanism,
that seems to be gaining momentunt Artkularly at
private unlyersitieS. Here again:the most critical factor
appeared to be an energetic leader with vision. Some-
times companies assume all, funding requirements,
but many cooperative research centers have had Gov-
ernment seed money at the outset of the program.

Finally, a rare type of cooperative research involVes
jointly owned or operated facilities that are unkiue or
especially expensive. New synchrotron light source re-
search facilities at federally supported lalioratories
have recently attracted considerable numbers of cor-
porate users. Innovative patterns of joint academic-
industrial-government use and support are 'being
worked out.

Personnel and' Information Exchanges. Forging -
stronger ties between universities and industries is best
accomplished by personal interactions between scien-
tists. Informational contacts, consisting of such activi-

ties as consulting, personnel and publication exchanges,
seminars, and speaker programs, are the most fre-

quent Means by which university-industry research
coupling is initiated.

Personnel exchanges are particularly critical in help-

ing to initiate large cooperatiye university-research
programs. The practice is extensively implemented
through formai and informal programs -that include:
visiting professorships, post-doctorals, travel overseas,
assignments at universities engaged in high priority
research, company seminars by visiting scientists, work-
shop participation, and lectures by companyscientists.

The emerging interest in facilitating personnel ex-
change is indicated by its incorporadon into several'
new university-industry research programs. Frequently,
personnel exchange is accompanied by equipment gifts
or loans, and, in a few instances, the exchenge depends
on availability of unique equipment facilities. Such in-
terection is particularly feasible when the participants
are in close proximity to one another.

Initiation Of uniVersity-industry research-interactions



often result from consulting by university faculty. Most
academic scientists and administrators are in favor of
consulting if it is kept under control. Policies for eerting
such controls, however, vary widely from perMitting a
Professor to supplement his income, to acting as a
conduit for bringing industrial research projects to a
university, or to maintaining communicatibns between
the university and,ingustry. To facilitate the accom-
plishment of these 'goals several universities have set
up liaison progiams to assist in generating consutting
opportunities for their faculty. In other cases, reference
systems have been established with a centralizedlisting
Of all research interests and actMties of-the faculty.
This enables industrial firms With a particular problem
to determine quickly if the university has people with
the required capabilities.

Consulting is more likely to be encouraged at private
than at pUblic universities. Businessand engineering
schools have a much higher level of consulting than
science departments. Indeed, engineering schools
may view extensive consulting actiyities as evidence of
engin eering excellence.

Even- in those universities that encourage consult:
ing, problemi exist of reconciling faculty status with
industrial lelationships. Faculty must maintain a bal-'
ance between their outside consulting activity and their
university' obligation to teaching and research. Also,
use of university facilitieswhile it attract,s industry and
fosters collaboration-can bring the university into
direct .com petition with small consulting.and labora-
tory businesses.

Other practices of fostering personal interactions such
as participation in advisory boards, seminars, speakers'
programs, publication exchange, and adjunct profes-
sorships can lead to greater cooperation, but were not
identified as being critical. Some formal information
programs have been eitablished to supplement, the
informal and unstructured transfer of knowledge through
itersonnel exchanges. These formal programs may take
the form .of general industrial associates programs,
extension services, and innovation centers designed
fwimarily to assist small businesses.

Increasingly, general industrial associates programs
are viewed as not peneficial to university or industry
partners because theyare,too broad and general. As a
result, they don't attract attention and commitment,'L
and companies usually reteive little that is specific and'

. concrete for their membership fees. Those few schools
that have been able to'create successful general in-
dtlstrial associate programs have active and energetic
llaion repreSentatives to arrange programs and facilitate
linking the professor and company. -

Extension services are used primarily as a means of
bringing technical assistance to small companies or
helping industry develop in a rural area. They are a
service rather than a mechanism to facilitate cooperative
research. HoWever, they do establish a network of

Jndustrial contacts and make the universities that
participate more sensitive to industrial needs.

innovation centers cover a broad variety of activities
intended to supply support and technical assistance
for entrepreneurs to develop their skillsto kbe point
where lhey can start their own. company. The great
majority of local programs to assist the development
of new business and to improve productivity are sup-
pOrted from non-Federal sources. Federal involvement
in these centers has been on a limited, experimental
pasis. The data from the field study suggest that some
centers have demonstrated in the shorter term an
ability to generate entrepreneurial ventures, jobs, and
tax revenues in excess of program costs. Their longer
term contributions to the innovation process remain
yet to be assessed.

c. Making University-Industry Interactions Happen

The availability and desire for resources, personnel,
and information does not ensure that a flow in either
direction will ensue from those who have to those who
want. Inertia, uncertainty, institutional sloth, rejection,
disincentives of various kinds all take their toll of initiative
in university-industry interactions.

Field investigations emphasize that the process of
establishing university-industry interaetions is not
linear; it is circular, iterative, and sometimes discon-
tinuous. It is not a mere mechanical matching of needs
and capabilities followed by a definition of objectives
and a working plan and schedule. It is, more impor-
tantly, an exercik in mutuality where understanding is
more important than contracting; where personal
contacts outweigh administrative mechanisms; and
where ostensible purposes shelter undefined, and
even more valuable priorities. In short, the process of
exchange in university-industry research cooperation
is much like the scientific enterprise itselfand where
it is most successful it is most like the community

'from which it springs.
Clearly, it requires very positiVe action to ,make a

beneficial university-indusby interaction take Place. Above
all, the first requirement for success is enthusiastic
and competent individuals who understand the moti-
vations of the people and institutions involved. These
factors determine the viability of university-industry
interactions and will now be discussed in detail.

Influence of Individuals. _Successful attempts to obtain
funding almost always are based on prior personal
-contacts. An investigator may often consult with a
cornpany leading to development of a cooperative re-
search program. But usually the consulting arrange;
ments are started lithe company. Major investigators
often have a past higtory of working. In the industry.
For example, the massive layoffs in the' California

See Appendix
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aerospace industry in the late 1960's released, con-
siderable number of engineers ahd sdentists to positions
Iv higher education. Because of the critical importance
of personal interactions at the working level, programs
rarely succeed if conceived at top levels of university
administration. Of course, senior administrators have
an important role in formulating, shaping, and ratifying
underiying cooperative agreements, but the process of
cooperation almost always begins through personal
contacts at 'the working levei. Starting in this familiar
way is no guarantee of success, however, because the
key individual must also have management capabilities
as well as excellence in science.

Microelectronics provides two examples thatlilustrate
the point dramatically. Stanford's departments of
electrical engineering and computer science cooperate
with industry for training and to generate new scientific
and technical ideas for Very Large Scale Integration
(VLSI) microelectronic circuits. Four Stanford faculty
members recognized that a university cannot be Isolated
from the industry it serves, and universities need the
latest tools and equipment to train people for industry.
In adation, the faculty members felt that students should
learn to handie whole computation, control, and corn-
munications4stems. Working with inclustrial friends
who were close to the university geographically, intel-
lectually, and socially, a plan was worked out and
presented tathe Stanford Board of Trustees that led..to
the Stanford Center for Integrated Systems. In the words
of the Director of the Center, "You always eun into
problems when you want to do something significantly
different." Some people viewed any change as a threat
to their position, while pthers feared that closer ties
with indu'stry would compromise the university's inde-
pendence. Similar problems were encountered by
members at the California Institute of Technolow before
the Silicon Systems Project was established to deal
with the overwhelming complexity of VLSI circuits and
to educate students in ail the disciplines needed to
design and work with such Circuits.

Eirklging the Gap. Although the real value of university-
industry interactions is realized by individuals, they in
turn are based in and work through the structures of
their own organizations. Such structures ate the abut-
ments on which rest efforts to bridge institutional gaps.

Perhaps the clearer focus, of university motivation
has prompted creation of more formal structures for
industrial research cooperation. Since universities are
far fewer and more homogeneous than industrial firms
their structures are not as diversified as the -private
sector. In both public and, private universities there is
.usually a Development Office devoted to generating
and administering philanthrophic gifts, and an Office
of Sponsored Research (or Grants and Contracts) which
receives funds for externally supported research. Usually,
in both public and private universities, these are.two
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separate offices under separate administrators who tend
to maintain minimal contact.

The Development Office generally receives gifts that
are put in trust or endowment accounts of the university,
or are applied to the general operating budget of the
university. Equipment gifts and loans are administered
through the Development Office as well as earmarked
funds for designated departmental research, research
facilities,endowed chairs: and other purposes. The Office
of Sponsored Research or Grants and Contracts is
generally responsible for negotiating agreements for
all' externally sponsored research.

These offices assist faculty in proposal preparation
and grant administration. But they are also frequently
seen by *faculty as representing the central university
administration which is taking a large bite out of their
awards for overhead or indirect costs. This-issue has
generated considerable tension betwr faculty and
administration for over two decades.

The diversity of industry organizational structures .
that interface with universities in coopelrative reseaieh
reflects the variety of industrial objectives. It is possible,

, however, to distinguish four basiccorporate components
that may interact with universities;but not necessarily
in, all cases. In the most general way a corporate
foundation or corporate headquarters can provide
general financial support for charitable, edutational,
and cultural purposes. in the area of corporate.needs,
university relations may be conducted by a central
laboratory that normally provides technical support
throughout the company for specialized or longer range
efforts, or pursues investigations that can be a source
of new products and processes. Corporations may alsa
have divisional laboratories to provide direct support
for a paticular division and its established business
interests. At a still lower corporate level there are
corporate units which manufacture and distribute the
products that make up the business of the corporation.
Inaistrial laboratories, corporate or divisional, are free
normally to use their operating funds for any formS of
university research cooperation. It IS less likely to use
suchfunds for.fellowships since other corporate entities
such a's a foundation cambe called on. Since-divisional
and corporate laboratories are financed in accordance
with their separate functions and needs, they establish
linkages with universities in light of these separate
requirements and opportunities, not usually as a part
of a coordinated, corporate-wide master plan for sup-
porting university research.

At the corporate operating unit level, university
research may be supported on the basis of either subjed
matter or "geography', i.e., being a good citizen of the
city or region. Subject matter can be a basis for support
when a local university is known as a center of extellence
in a particular technical area.

Although some of the larger research oriented
corporations may have an office for university-Industry
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relationships, it does not take responsibility for the
totality of company actions, In fact, the guiding prindple
is normally to encourage direct interactions between the
research personnel within the company and those of
the appropriate university, and thus decentralize such
arrangements. ConSequently, there are usually many

, linkages proceeding independently throughout the
technical structure of a large corporation, the results
of which tend to appear within the operating budgets
of the indMdual laboratories or business units.

Pnterface institutions are not Limited to the well
established universitY or industry structures just de-
scribed. Circumstances may dictate new structures or
activities that influence or create new ways for making
university-industry cooperation work.

With increased needs for research funds, there -haS
been a push within the university system to generate
its own research money. Consequently, there is,
heightened interest on campuses in technology bro-
kerage and licensing for university developed products
and processes.

In general, inventions, innovations, discoveries, and
improvements made with the use of university facilities or
services, or during the course of regularly assigned
&hies, are the property of the university. Typically,
university patent policies provide the inventor with
between 25 and50 percent of the royalties. Kan invention
occurs under a sponsored grant or contract, the spon-
sor's policy terms are controlling, although some
universities try to have the sponsor follow the universitys
patent policy.

Many universities have agreements with patent man-
agement organizations (FMC's), but research universities
are increasingly developing their own patentimnage-
ment internal capabilities. Although having this capa-
bility is expensive, the return on investment is believed
to be greater and can have a significant impact on
research programs. Companies usually feel comfortable
with the university owning a patent arising from a
sponsored grant or contract, particularly if the univer-
sity is willing to provide an exclusive license for a certain
time period.

As a means of facilitating patent' ownership and
courmercialization through licensing, some universities
have established separately incorporated units to'serve
as legal entities for administering sponsored research.
These entities, referred to as foundations, institutes, or
a variety of other names, are able to provide spedalized
attention to _research projects or the organization of
multi-disciplinary research teams in ways that are beyond
the university's regular academiC and administrative
capabilities. While a university connected research
institute may function like a private contract research
institute, it has the advantage of being backed by
programs of research and education. This makes such
institutes particularly attractive to outside sponsors.

Some other approaches have been tried but have

s,

not_been generally successful. The industrial park model
has been attempted at several major campuses. to
improve relationships between research intensivd
companies and sponsoring universities which rent out
space for corporate activities. The successful Stanford
University Industrial Park (SUIF) has encouraged faculty
consulting and entrepreneurship, industrial staff en-
rollments in university courses, and the use of industrial
scientists as university leceurers. Unfortunately, only a
few universities have been able to achieve the same
success as SUIF, and most industrial parks are generally
n:Ot significant stimuli to technology transfer. Close
proximity and strong university-cooperative research
programs characterize some of the more effective
industrial park efforts.

Another variant of university-industry Cooperation is
to be found in the companies that "spin off' from
university research programs, or nearby companies.
Such companies sometimes have an initial informal
association with the university which includes sharing
of facilities and hiring of students. With time, however,
thecompanies tend to become more isolated from the
university. It is uncertain how many spin ofkompanies
have been- formed, and there -may be an untapped
potential for cooperation between these new companies
and university research programs.

Unlike some countries such as Germany, the role of
U.S. trade associations in fostering university-industry
research interactions has been minimal. Technical units,
if they exist within a trade associatiOn, may deal with
testing and standardization of the industry's products
and processes. Some testinglacilities are located on
University campuses and students may get some training
in techniques. For those trade associations serving
industries with heavy technical requirements, a common
practice is to set up a separate foundation or corporation
which acts as its research arm. Minor amounts of
university research may be supported by such trade
association research units.

Despite this past history, recent initiatives in the
electronics, sernicowductor anci-hemical industries
indicate a new industrial interest in utilizing trade
associations to support research and the training of
scientists and engineers at universities.

Rather than work through trade associations, a few
industries are served by independent R&D institutes

'which provide a pool of advanced science and tedmology
for companies to draw upon. Institutes such as the
Institute of Oaper Chemistry and the Textile Research
Institute provide the industry with a cooperative research
fadlity dedicated to solutions of_industrial problems
through basic and applied research of long-term interest,
plus developmental projects. Sometimes these industrial
institutes provide advanced training for students and
serve as a bridge between industry and the university.

In sum, these descriptions of the more common
organizational arrangements for carrying out university-
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Industry research cooperation are by no means
exhaustive. Within each type of arrangement there is
a wide range of emphases and specific provisions deal-
ing with central issues such as the sekection of research
projects, rights to discDveries, and publication practices.
The variety of forms reflects the diversity of functions,
purposes and needs of the partners in the. relationships.

'*
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While the studies of various aspects of university-
industry research relationships were intended primarily
to provide facts, they also identified issues and Prob-
lems arising in the course pf the relationships. A num-
ber of the mpre import3nt of these were listed in the
Introduction, and some are touched ott in the Con-
clusions which follow.
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CHAPTER III

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

1. INTRObUCTION

This Report was conceived as an effort to gather and
present data and to assess the growing literature and
commentary about university-industry interactions.
We did not seek to develop recommendations for
specific courses of action, but our investigations did
resdlt in some 'conclusions about general lines of
policy development.

Our findings and conclusions are grOuped under
four themes:

the evidence delineating the trends and levels of
corporate support for academic research.

the findings concerning major actorscampuses_
and corporations7-their current and historical
characteristici, and the dynamics of their research
relationships.

findings and broad comments concerning the role
of state and federal governments.

concluding remarks about the future.

2. CORPORATE SUPPORT OF ACADEMIC
RESEARCtl

Our review of the evidence led to two major findings
about levels and trends of joint activities. First, when
both corporate philanthropic and contractual support
of academic research are taken into account, the level
of corporate support of academic research is signifi%
cantly higher than has generally been believed. Second,
over the past decade there has been a steady upward
trend in corporate support of academic research
through both contractual and philanthrbpic mecha-
nisms. This is perhaps the more remarkable consider-
ing the several major downturns in the business dimate
during this period.

a. Levels Of Corporate Support

in most recent public discusslops of industry-.

university relationships a base figure of between 3%
and 4% of academic R&D is attributed to ifulustrial
sources of support. The evidence obtained in this study
is that this significantly underestimates industrial
support for academic research .and graduate student
supporL For a more complete picture the_ following
omissions should be added into the data base:

major research universities not reporting R&D ex-
penditures from industrial sources;

corporate philanthropy restricted to research
through corporate foundationsfrequently re:
ported by universities as "foundation and non-
profit" sources;or not reported at all:

gifts and loans of icientific equipment;

an estimate of the portion of unrestricted corporate
gifts of operating and capital funds that Is eventu-
ally spent on research facilities, equipment, and
faculty and student fellowships.

Faculty consulting also represents an important com-
ponent of industrial support for academic research,
but data on,the dollar value of consulting are difficult
to compile.

The analyses in the Report make a start toward esti-
mating some of these amounts, but the current gaps
In the data base limit conclusions to an educated guess.
Taking the above-mentioned uncatalogued resources
into account, it is not unreasonable to estimate that the
current corporate contributfon is in the neighborhood
of 6%-7% of the total academic R&D. This represented
a sum of between S400-$450'million in 1980-81.

b. Trends In Corporate Support of Academk Research

With its excursions into history, this Report has af-
firmed the importance of unWersity-industry research
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connections in the United States since the beginnings
of the research universities and the corporate research
laboratories. There was ,intense interaction during World
War II between academic, corporate, and goveinment
scientists and engineers. This was followed in the late
1940's and 1950's by an upswing in corporate interest
in basic research which fueled efforts to maintain
connections with academic science and access to trained
personnel. Available data show that the early 1960's
was a period of stagnation in corporate-academic re-
search relations. The 1970's, on the other hand, show
small but consistent real increases in industrial sup-
port for academic research, with a spurt in plans for
and actual research working agreements in the 1980's.

it remains a question whether this spurt represents
a permanent jumii to a new level of interaction, or
whether it is part of a cyclical upswing driven by tempo-
rary shortages of research personnel in certain fields,
coupled with slower growth rates of Federal research
funding and the attempts of universities to obtain new
sources of research support: The argument advanced
In this Report is that there are sound reasons to belleVe
that we may be at the threshold of a permanent new
state of corporate-academic research relationships. This
belief will be reinforced if current levels of corporate
contracting and philanthropy for academic research
are maintained through the 1982 business recession.

Haying said this, it remains a fact of life that should
corporate contributions to academic research double
or even treble they would stift support only a small
portion of thetotal academic research effort, and sttch
support would be concentrated in selected fields. All
available evidence indicates that private industry has
neither'the resources nor the intention to compensate
for any substantial cuts in publicly funded academic
research. The implication is clear: if the present level
of academic research is to be maintained, the principal
burden will continue to fall upon the public purse, both
Federal and State Governments.

3. COMPANIES AND CAMPUSES

a. Current and Historical Characteristics

it is obvious that the main actors in continuing and
improving the conditions for academic industry exchange
must be the scientists and engineers, administrators,
and managers themselves.

The trend data >and cases surfaced in this Report
show that these exchanges are proceeding apace, and
yet academics often assume a lack of sophistication in
industrial research, and company people have been
known to express a low opinion of the capacity of
academics to produce useful and timely research. That
the increase in interaction is occurring despite the
persistence of negative stereotypes on both sides is

lest( mony to the presence of some healthy realism in
both camps. Nevertheless, universities and companies
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often continue' to hold distorted images of each other's
concerns and capabilities. These attitudes deserve active
reexamination. In addition, efforts to search out each
other's needs and capabilities can increase the likelihood
of making fruitful connections.

An historical perspective is useful in understanding
some of the conditions for University-industry exchanges.,
A hallmark of the American research system for nearly
a century is the relative ease of individual passage
between industry and university. Cooperation In research
has taken a wide variety_of forms whkh have been
pursued as long as they provided benefits to each party..

Periods of intense interaction in certain fields have
alternated with periods of mutual neglect. Various
university disdpiines find themselves InduStrially relevant
at different periods of history as new technologically
based industries are born. Chemical engineering was
one of the earliest university-based technical profesSions
to establish patterns of relationships between universities
and companies that have provided both with benefits,
withOut undermining the integrity of either. Both the
aerospace and the electronics booms in the 1950's
and 1960's included intense university-industry inter-
actions in reseirch, consultinG exchange of personnel,
and "spin-off' companies. Mineral exploration, agronomy
and agricultural chemicalg, econometric forecasting,
and many other fields have evolved in a context of
university-industry exchange.

An historical perspective also teaches that in different
time periods universities dominate some fundamental
research areas, and industry is dominant in others.
Molecular biology and biotechnology were long creatures
of academic research laboratories, but they are currently
being rapidly assimilated into industrial laboratories
as their commercial potential unfolds. Research on
polymers and catalysiswas carried forward for years in
industrial laboratories, and universities began to make
contributions at a later stage.

Another historical feature of the U.S. research system,
which applies both to campuses and to corporations,
is the 80-20 rule of thumb, i.e., 80% of the research is
performed by 20% of the organliations. Only a few
corporations conduct much research of the kinds done in
universities. The reasons for research concentration In
the corporate sector are complex. For example,'whole
industries such as textiles and utilities (before the Electric
Power Research Institute) have relied heavily upon their
suppliers for R&D. Other industries such as non-fuel
minerals and Mining haVe relied upon familiar tech-
nologies. Whatever the reasons, the fact remains that
the vast majority of U.S. businesses have little under-
standing of how research might relate to their enterprise,.
However, a number of factors such as higher energy
and transportation costs, more stringent,standards for
pollution and safety and competitive pressures .may
motivate more companies to, evaluate the pOtentiai of
R&D activities for contribution to their objectives.

While only small proportions of corOorations and
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universities engage in frontier research, most colleges
and universities participate in some form of technical
cooperatibn with a wide range of companiessmall
and large, local and national. About one quarter of all
academically employed doctoral scientists and engi-
neers are located in cqlleges and universities that
do not offer doctoral degrees. Their most frequent
form of interaction with companies is through the
often unnoticed mechanism of consulting. Taken as
a whole such cooperative efforts may be a more impor-
tant part of our technical infrastructure than we have
yet discovered.

Research inten,ie.cdrporatIons clearly underland
the, importanc of the Universities to their well-being.
But IndMdual corporations are reluctant to provide
significant sUpport for activities that are not in their
fairly immediate interests, or of which they cannot be
reasonably assured of capturing the benefits. The recent
efforts by ceirporkiorii In several industries llectively to
address sdence and engineering man I prob-
lems and the development of long-range research rele-
vant to general Industry problems, are promising and
worthwhile, but their final outcome remains uncertain.

While diligently pursuing new sources of support for
research and teaching, universities afe concerned about
protecting the freedom of inquiry that is at the heart of
their real contribution to society.

A critical issue for the university is how to ensure
that the professor's research agenda is enriched and
informed by, yet not subordinated to, 'his contract
research or his technical cbnsulting. Among academic
biotechnology researchers, who generally have littletptior
experience with industry, there is currently %etbng
concern and sometimes acrimonious debate abOut
subordinating research and teaching programs to
potentially patentable and commercially vatuable ac-
tiyities. The issue has had high priority since early 1981
on the agenda of the Advisory Committee to the Director
of the National Institutes of Health.

These are proper and legitimate concerns, which
deserve continuing attention. It would be instructive to
make a closer examination, of how faculti, scientists
and engineers in industrially relevant disciplines have
come to terms historically with the delicate issues of
academic responsibility and ethics in the context of
commercial opportunity. The rapiditY of the emergence of
commercially relevant genetic.engineering research may
pose some spedal problems, but the fundamental issues
are ho different.

b. The Dynamics of Research Relationships

A striking finding of the field study of university-industry
research relationships published Separately from this
report is that the initial impulse in the majority of the
sampling of, university-industry research relationships
came from the university. At first giance this wouid
seem a rather one-sided relationship. Yet doser scrutiny

'reveals that a significant proportion of the academic
resEarchers pursuing these relationships had prior
consulting or other employment relationships with
companies. If consulting relationships are generally
initiated by companies, we ha0e a multi-stage series of
relationships: company wants technical/sdentific achke
(general or specific) and seeks out professor; professork,
consultant sees opportunities for research and initiates
research relationship; company tracks and (maybe)
utilizes the research and makes employment offers to
the bright graduate students and postdoctorates working
on the project; the cycie is repeated in future years.
Another loop in the relationship is traced by corporate
philanthropy to departments and individual faculty, which
may be initiated by either party.,

One of tfie most frequently stated problems in
developing university-indusby relationships is the ques-
tiOn of "matching" needs to capabilities. Professors
want to know where they can go in a company to talk
about their research interests; industrial researchers
seek professors who can help define or solve their
problems. Current matching mechanisms are based
primarily on networks of interpersonal relationships. A
few research intensive companies support fairly extensive
"technology scan" activities In universities which turn
up research areas of interest to the company. Profes-
sional society meetings and conferences are very
important for making contacts, as are numerous one-
time topical conferences sponsored by a wide range of
organizations. Nevertheless, additional forums focussed
upon mutually relevant research and related issues
are desirable.

A type of forum which could become highly significant
to developing research connections is the emergence
of industrial-academic research associations such as
the Council for Chemical Research initiated in 1979,
and the Semiconductor Research Cooperative now under
development. Should organizations such as These turn
out to be viable, they would represent historic departures
from the reluctance bf U.S. corporations to associate
with one another in the support of research. The fear
of anti-trust violations has been a significant element
in this reluctance and efforts currently being made in
the Congress and the Commerce and Justice Depart-
ments may clarify these issues. These developments
may well encourage other industrial sectors to consider
such associations. While direct support of academic
research is intended to be a key part of theie associ-
ations, a benefit potentially as great or greater, is the
opportunity for discussion of mutual problems and
the generation of "matching .opportunities" in the
framework of the associations' activities.

Our focus on research interactions should not obscure
the primary interest of industrial research managers in
slaking research connections with universities for
-manpower acquisition. Recruitment at the leading. edge
of science and engineering is a highiy competitive
process, not only between companies, but also between
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universities th mselves.'it is broadly recognized that
there are cur entif shortages In both universities and
industry of .D. researthers in fields such as computer
science, electrical or chemical engineering or plant
biochemistry. It is reasonable to suppose that some
significant portion of the current upswing in industrial
support of academic research is directly related to
coinpany manpower concerns. The danger-4,a course,
is that the gap between corporate and academic benefits
will become so large that in some fields current faculty
members Will be tempted to leave the university and
new Ph.D.'s will find themselves unable to afford an
assistant professorship. This "seed corn" problem, or
the threat that an adequate share of the best researchers
will not be available to teach the next generation of
students, is a significant factor both in a number of
individual corporation initiatives, as well as the emer-
gence of new industrial-academic research associations.

Another kind of connection is important too. There
is an important potential role-for university-industry
relationships to imProve the participation of minorities in
research. A unique pioneering cooperative venture
between Government, industry and universities is the
effort to build research programs in solid state elec-
tronics at Howard University in Washington, D.C., and
North Carolina A&T State University in Greensboro, NC
Joint funding is being supplied by the Rockwell Inter-
national Corporation Science Center, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the Depart-
ment of Energy. Cornell University is also participating
in this venture by assisting in the devlopment of an
associated curriculum for an enriched M.S. program
leading to the Ph.D. degree; Another rare example of
corporate interest in building science and engineering
capabilities in minority institutions is Gulf 011's recent
endowment grant of $500,000 over 5 years to the
Hampton Institute to support the development of a
department of chemical engineering.

Companies, cif course, are active in sponsoring
minority fellowships and encouraging minority enroll-
ments in science and engineering:Organizations such
as the National Action Council on Minorities in Engi-
neering (NACME) and the National Consortium for
Graduate Degrees for Minorities in Engineering (GEM)

play leadership mles in helping to focus corporate
supportirk minority students. But there is clearly
abundant opportunity for corporations and minority
institutions to collaborate in building research programs
of mutual benefit.

There are diverse impediments to university-industry
research cooperation. As mentioned above, negative
stereotypical attitudes exist on both sides. While these
do not necessarily prevent the parties from "doing
business" when mutual interests coincide, they may,
however, slow the seizing of opportunities and un-
necessarily protract negotiations over agreements. There

are also real limits to Joint activityincluding limits on
available faculty time and limits on available industrial
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resources. Limitations are also imposed by the univer-
sitys need to fit most research into pieces which meet
the requirements for Ph.D. theses in terms of scheduling,
depth, originality and sophistication of the work. Further,
patent and license rights, the right to delay publication
of manuscripts for review of possible releaie of pro-
prietary information, and other critical questions fre-
qüently cause difficulties In negotiation of agreements
and sometimes reach an impasse. Frequently such
problems have been resolved when mutually perceived
needs have been pursued in an atmosphere of trust
and willingness.

The key to the university-industry connection is the
effort of enterprising indiAdualsacademic and indus-
trialpursuing theiriresearch interests, or -need for
techfrical information, or access to research facilities
and potential recruits. Perhaps scientists and engineers
are fortunate in the respect that they share a common
technical culture. Not infrequehtly, after the first flush
of an exciting technical interaction, they find themselves
frtiStrated in developing a continuing relationship not
by the other party but by rigidities within their own
organization.

4. GOVERNMENT ROLES
Federal and State governments play a crucial support

role in academic research. Without rigorous, high quality
academic research, there would be little in the uni-
versities to enable them to be one partner of a university-
industry research relationship. State and federal research
priorities are, of course, reflected in academic re/arch
programsespecially those funded by mission agencies.
But the most important function of public funding is to
provide a base of support which permits the' creative
researchers themselves to determine the directions of
the investigations.

a. State Governments

State governments are a key element in the.Nation's
research system. Their most essential contribution is
to provide a support base for fundamental research
through the expectation that professors on state salaries
devote a significant portion of their work timeCo research.

This means that teaching assignments in fad reflect thit
role. States also provide some direct support for uni-
versity research programs generally related to the,states'
economies, human services, and natural reSoriroes.

This Report has noted an increase in the tempo of
state supporled research and development activities
involving academic and industrial cooperation. North
Carolina has provided dynamic leadership in this
movement over the past decade, and significant devel-
opments are undenvay in Arizona, California Colorado,
Georgia, Michigan, New York, and other states. It must
not be forgotten, however, that these initiatives are driven
by concerns for industrial development, expanding
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employment, and spurring technological innovation and
producUvity., They also involve heightened competition
between the states, the future consequences of which
are unknown. Scientists and engineers should avoid
unrealistic expectations, and recognize that these
ventures involve considerable risk* and that not all of
them will succeed. There is nevertheless great merit to
having those who are "on-site" and closest to the
problems carry out the design and implementation
(and assume the risk) of these activities.

b. The Federal Government

The Federal government supports the majority of
fundamental research in the country, most of it in
universities. In this manner it sustains a broad ilia-
trum of science and engineering research based on
criteria of excellence. Beyond this contribution to
nationat strength, the role of the Federal government
is, and should be, very limited in particular university-
industry relationships. A robuit and vigorous academic
research capability makes the universities attractive
to industry. It provides the base on which industry can
draw, given mutUally agreeable conditions, for relevant
research findings, as well as new, young science and
Fngineering talent. The other side of this relationship
is the opportunity to infuse academic research with
many of the needs and aspirations of society at large,
and to improve the flow of knoViledge from our research
laboratories to implementation. Both our international
competitiveness and our national security are thus en-
hanced. 11ov:fever, as noted in Chapter I, the level of
financial contributions to university research from
industry will remain relatively modest. The principal
benefits of industrial involvement lie not so much in
the quantity of the support as in a qualitative leavening
anda new dimension added to academic research.

A relatively untapped potential for productive uni-
versity-industry linkages exists in the Federal mission
agencies' R&D programs. For example, throughout its
history the National Bureau of Standards has encouraged
cooperation and direct collaboration with industry and
universities, both as an efficient means of carrying out
its mission and as an effective means of getting results
put into practice.

The Defense Department conducts some large R&D
programs involving significant elements of university-
industry cooperation, such as the program on Veiy High
Speed integrated Circuits (VHSIC) administered by the
Defense Advanced Projects Research Agency. Another
mechanism was described in Congressional testimony
in March 1982 by Richard D. DeLauer, Under Secretary
of Defense for Research and Engineeringi

(The Defense Department's) independent research
and development (IR&D) program in Industry can
be the vehicle for accomplishing (strengthened unl-
versity-industry interactions) by encouraging I R&D
work to be contracted out to universities. We,are
now loaking Into this matter as a management tool

tb Strengthen research within !R&D, to foster closer
cooperation between academia and Industry, and to
speed transItionIng technology out of basic research.

Outside of it§ mission agencies where it is Its own
customer, the federal Government lacks any special
wisdom to know what technologies should be selected
for the market test. It is therefore, on the whole, not
an appropriate Federal role to t6 on any large scale to
"make science do something"' related to the market-
place. The science process is open-ended: the tech-
nology development process is more focussed. Busi-
nesses, on the other hand, survive or fall by making.-

,
the correct choices.

While some Of the small-scale Federal programmatic
experiments have phown pathways for fruitful exchange,
the recently enacjed tax measures have muCh greater

' potential for stimulating, industry and university Con-
nections. As yet, hbwever, their impact remains to be
seen. Tax policy remains a fruitful field for further
innovation to encourage in-house corporate research
investments and contractual and philanthropic research
relationships with universities.

Successive administrations have taken steps ti) revise
patent legislation to ,encourage the translation of
research results into useful products and processep by
Providing a fair return to' the inventors and investors
involved. It is nevertheless the case that negotiations
between- corporations and campuses over patent agree-
ments are often difflcult to work 'out. And 'further, a
number of complex questions remain to be resolved,
such as the problems involved. In the comniingling of
research support funds and protecting the public interest
against non-use of patented inventions. BLit the ability
of potential research partners. academic, industrial;
Federal and State Government, and nonprofit institu-
tionsto arrive at negotiated solutions to these issues
is impressive, .

The proclivity and ability to enter freely into negotia-
tions for mutual advantage iS a basic requirement for
a pluralistic system. The Government improves this
environment by removing impediments to free exchange,
as it has, for example, in loosening regulations on
patent rights and In the op-going effort to clarify the
regulations implementing antitrust laws as they refer
to long-term research collaboratlombetween companies.
This environment can be further enhanced by continu-
ing to explore ways to foster voluntary eAchange in-
cluding data gathering and analysis, information-dis-
semination. experimental linkage programs, and support
for joint research activitiespnd tax incentives. Govern-
ment can assist in these and other,efforts, forgixarnple,
by convening groups of interested parties to discuss
areas in which their joint efforts might be useful.

Recent statements by leaders in the Federal science
and technology community express these thoughts.
Dr. George A. Keyworth II, the President's Sdence Adviser,
addressed the issue in testimony to the Congress In
March 1982, "While the relationships between univer-
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sities and corporations,are -voluntary, the Federal Gov-
etnment can play an indirect role in influencing the
conditions-under which such linkages develop." Also,
NSF Director, Dr., John B. Slaughter, 'said in a recent
speech, 'We in Government welcoMe the drcumstances
that encourage the increased partidpatibn of our in-
dustrial counterparts. We strongly believe that this
closer coupling between the academic research com-
munity and industry is bound to be beneficial to both."

In this amtext, it'appears that in the 'long run the
greatest 'benefits from university-Industry research
connections may occur through a kind of iterative
feedback process. The universities' perceptions of value
are Influenced, to some degree, by their industrial
linkages, and these perceptions may affed their research
goals at the project level. These, in turn, may result in
shifts in emphasis In their research proposals to federal
agencies, While the indMdtial shifts are likely to be
subtle and not easy to detect. the cumulative long-term,
effect may well be ,to move some academic .research
closer to areas of strong commercial potential. Con-
versely, the feedback to companies may well open up
new avenues of commerdally relevant research. It should,
be clear, tiowever, only a relatively small 'proportion of
academic reSearchers will beinvolved hi these processes.

5. ADAPTING TO THE,FUTUI1E

A leading hypothesis of this Report is that the oppor-
tunities and problems faced by industry today are
different in degree if not in kind from the past. These
opportunities arid problems increasingly require funda-
mental research approaches in contrast to empirical
work, cut and try, or incremental improvements; Such
approaches point to the need for cooperation among
researchers, wherever they Maybe, whose work impinges
on a problem or an opportunity. Neither industry nor
the university researcher can afford isolatibn.

Emerging trends in university-industry research in..
teractions Indicate a vigorous research enterprise
determined by the mutual and evolving interests of the
major participants, the universities and industry d the
United States. There, Is an increased magnitude and
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duration of industry commitment to university programs,
and gieafer efforts at collective industry support of
.universRy research. University associated research
institutes and centers are being foUnded or redirected
to conduct research programs in cooperation with
industry, and'there is an'expansion of Un iversity activity to
commercialize results from university research.

Governmental efforts, while necessarily peripheral,
are nonetheless important because they provide sup-
port for the base of univerSity research capability re-
quired for fruitful 'interactions.

A trend of great potential significance is the increasing
collective industrial activny in support or,research. While
collective action is intended to supplement existing
forms or support, it will also inevitably strengthen
particular disciplinary areas and universities. In fact,
the total level of industry support for the foreseeable
future will ,be such that it will certainly bring about
technical change in certain areas.

As the universities seek to expand and strengthen
their research 'capabilities by experimenting with com-
mercialization 'of university research, serious questions
arise about maintaining the integrity and basic values
or the university, especially as they relate to the tradi-
tional restraint of universities'in engaging in competi-
tive commercial activity. Whatever the outcome of this
experinientation, ;the future university approach to
research commerdalization will set an important
boundary con'dition to cooperation with industry.

It can be seen that the future paths for university-
industry cooperation will depend on the way that each
university and cOrpor_Mion OerceiVes the essential role
d the univIrsity. There is considerable opportynity for
Universities, to work more closely with industry tn
research. If the University mows nearer to a partnership
with industry, more resources can,become available,
but the university may relinquish some of its unique
Capabilities for unrestricted exploratory research and
freedom of action. There are no absolutes, and' the
issues become matters of degree and common sense.
The primary requirement, therefore, is not 'so much
increased partnership, but increased understanding of
each other's role. That is the ultimate basis for a healthy
strengthening of university and industry cooperation

f
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COMMISSIONED STUDIES AND
REPORTS ON SELECTED UNlyERSITY-INDUSTRY TOPICS
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.The reports listed here are available in a separately published National Science Board/National Science
Foundation docurnent.

Current U.S. University-Industry Research Con-
nections. Lois Peters and Herbert Fusfeld, with .
the assistance of Laurence Berlowitz. Harold
Kaufman and Ell Pearce. New York University.
Center. for Science and Technology Policy.

State College Science and Engineering Faculty:
44 Collaborative l.inks with Private Business and

Indu.stry. Frank and Edith ,Darlorell. California
State University at Sacramento.

University-imiustry Connections and Chemical
Research: An Historical Perspictoive. Arnold
Thackray. University of Pennsylvania.

tie

"
Unlver3Ity-Industry-State Government tonsortia
in Microelectronics Researck William Cromie,
Council. for the Advancement of Science Writing.
With an introductory Perspective by Fxk Bloch,
IBM and James Meindi, 'Stanford University.

Natronal Science Foundation Woikshop on Intel-
lecft4a1 Property Rights In Industry-UnlversitY
Cooperative Research. National Science Founda-
tion, April 27, 1981. ,

Annotated Bibliodrap hy on University4ndustry
Research Relationships. National Science Foun-
dation.
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